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Abstract
Tangles of graphs have been introduced by Robertson and Seymour in the context of their
graph minor theory. Tangles may be viewed as describing “k-connected components” of a
graph (though in a twisted way). An interesting aspect of tangles is that they cannot only
be defined for graphs, but more generally for arbitrary connectivity functions (that is, integer-
valued submodular and symmetric set functions).
However, tangles are difficult to deal with algorithmically. To start with, it is unclear how
to represent them, because they are families of separations and as such may be exponentially
large. Our first contribution is a data structure for representing and accessing all tangles of a
graph up to some fixed order.
Using this data structure, we can prove an algorithmic version of a very general structure
theorem due to Carmesin, Diestel, Hamann and Hundertmark (for graphs) and Hundertmark
(for arbitrary connectivity functions) that yields a canonical tree decomposition whose parts
correspond to the maximal tangles. This may be viewed as a generalisation of the decomposition
of a graph into its 3-connected components.
1 Introduction
Tangles are strange objects—yet they are very useful. Tangles of graphs have been introduced
by Robertson and Seymour [21], and they play an important role in their graph minor theory
(see, e.g. [22]). Intuitively, tangles of order k may be viewed as descriptions of the “k-connected
components” of a graph. Recall that every graph has a nice and simple decomposition into its 2-
connected components, which are induced subgraphs of the graph. A graph also has a well-defined
decomposition into its 3-connected components. However, the 3-connected components are not
necessarily subgraphs of the graph, but only topological subgraphs; they may contain so-called
“virtual edges” not present in the graph. It is not surprising that for 4-connected components
the situation becomes even more complicated. In fact, for k ≥ 4 there is no clear-cut notion
of a k-connected component of a graph. Tangles may be seen as one attempt towards such a
notion. (Another one, which is related to tangles, has recently been proposed by Carmesin, Diestel,
Hundertmark and Stein [3].)
The idea of tangles is to describe a “region” in a graph (maybe the presumed k-connected com-
ponent) by pointing to it. Formally, this means that a tangle assigns to each low-order separation
of the graph (separation of order less than k in the case of k-connected components) a “big side”,
which is the side where the “region” described by the tangle is to be found. To turn this into a
meaningful definition, the assignment of “big sides” to the separations has to satisfy certain con-
sistency conditions. Note, however, that a “region” described in this way is elusive and does not
∗A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the 47th Annual Symposium on the Theory
of Computing (STOC 2015).
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necessarily correspond to a subgraph or even just a subset of the vertex set or edge set of the graph,
because the intersection of the “big sides” of all separations may be empty. This way of describing
a region may be viewed as dual to a more direct description as (something resembling) a subgraph.
Indeed, tangles are dual to a form of graph decompositions known as branch decompositions, which
are closely related to the better-known tree decompositions, in a precise technical sense (see the
Duality Lemma 2.11 due to [21]).
Carmesin, Diestel, Hamann, and Hundertmark [1], extending earlier work of Robertson and
Seymour [21] (also see Reed [20]), proved that every graph has a canonical decomposition into
parts corresponding to its tangles of order at most k, that is, a canonical decomposition into its
k-connected components. Here “canonical” means that an isomorphism between two graphs can
be extended to an isomorphism between their decompositions.
What makes tangles even more interesting, and was actually our motivation to start this work,
is that they can be defined in a very abstract setting that applies to various “connectivity measures”
not only for graphs but also for other structures such as hypergraphs and matroids. Two examples
are the “cut-rank” measure for graphs, which leads to the notion of “rank width” [15, 17], and
the connectivity function of a matroid (see, for example, [19]). Such “connectivity measures” can
be specified by a symmetric and submodular function defined on the subsets of some ground set.
Tangles give us an abstract notion of “k-connected components” with respect to these connectivity
measures. Hundertmark [12] generalised the decomposition theorem from graphs to this abstract
setting, giving us canonical decompositions of structures into parts corresponding to the tangles
with respect to arbitrary connectivity measures. (Earlier, Geelen, Gerards, and Whittle [7] had
already shown the existence of such decompositions, but not canonical ones.)
However, these decomposition theorems are pure existence theorems; they are not algorithmic.1
In fact, it is not clear how to efficiently compute with tangles at all. Tangles are defined as families
of separations of a ground set (such as the edge set of a graph) and as such may be exponentially
large; this means that a priori there is only a doubly-exponential upper bound on the number of
tangles. Remarkably, the decomposition theorems mentioned above imply that for each k there is
only a linear number of tangles of order k. But this still does not tell us how to identify them. Our
first main contribution is a data structure that represents all tangles of some order k and provides
us with a “membership oracle” for these tangles, that is, for a given separation we can ask which
side of the separation is the “big side” with respect to a given tangle. The data structure as well
as the membership oracle can be implemented in polynomial time for every fixed order k.
Using this data structure, we can then prove that a canonical decomposition of a structure
into parts corresponding to the tangles of order at most k can be computed in polynomial time
(again for fixed k). This is our second main result. Proving these results, we devise a number
of algorithmic subroutines that may be useful in other contexts. For example, we show how to
find canonical “leftmost minimum separations” between a set and a tangle. All our results apply
in the most general setting where we are only given oracle access to an arbitrary integer-valued
symmetric and submodular connectivity function. Our algorithms rely on the minimisation of
submodular functions [13, 23]. We build on algorithmic ideas for computing branch decompositions
of connectivity functions due to Oum and Seymour [16, 17, 18]. Furthermore, the duality between
tangles and branch decompositions plays an important role in our proofs.
Our main motivation for this work is isomorphism testing and canonisation. It is almost self-
evident that a canonical decomposition of a structure into highly connected parts may be useful
in this context, in a similar way as the decomposition of a graph into its 3-connected components
1The “algorithms” in the title of [1] refer to general strategies for choosing the set of separations in a decomposition,
they are not implementable algorithms.
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is essential for planar graph isomorphism testing. Tangles and the decompositions of graphs they
induce have already played an important role in the recent polynomial-time isomorphism test for
graph classes with excluded topological subgraphs by Marx and the first author of this paper [9].
However, there it was sufficient to only work with a specific type of tangles that can be represented
by so called “well-linked” or “unbreakable” sets of bounded size; this way the computational prob-
lems addressed in the present paper could be circumvented. In other settings, this is impossible.
In [10], we use a “directed version” of our canonical decomposition (Theorem 5.1) to design a
polynomial isomorphism test for graph classes of bounded rank width.
A different, more speculative, application of the techniques developed here may be the logical
definability of decompositions, which is related to well-known open problems such as Seese’s con-
jecture [24, 5] and the definability of tree decompositions in monadic second-order logic (see [4]).
Definable decompositions are necessarily canonical, because logics define isomorphism-invariant
objects. Even though our algorithms may not translate into logical definitions directly, our con-
structive arguments may help to come up with such definitions.
While these applications rely on the canonicity of the decompositions we obtain, our data
structure for tangles (which is not canonical) may have other algorithmic applications. Tangles
have already played a role in algorithmic structural graph theory (for example in [6, 14, 9, 8]), but
due to the non-constructive nature of tangles, this role is usually indirect or implicit. Having direct
access to all tangles may facilitate new applications.
2 Connectivity Functions, Tangles, and Branch Decompositions
In this section we introduce connectivity functions, branch decompositions, and tangles and prove
some basic results about them. All lemmas in this section, except the Exactness Lemma and the
Duality Lemma from [21], are simple and can be proved by standard techniques.
A connectivity function on a finite set U is a symmetric and submodular function κ : 2U → N
with κ(∅) = 0. Symmetric means that κ(X) = κ(X) for all X ⊆ U ; here and whenever the ground
set U is clear from the context we write X to denote U \ X, the complement of X. Submodular
means that κ(X) + κ(Y ) ≥ κ(X ∩ Y ) + κ(X ∪ Y ) for all X,Y ⊆ U . Observe that a symmetric and
submodular set function is also posimodular, that is, it satisfies κ(X)+κ(Y ) ≥ κ(X \Y )+κ(Y \X)
(apply submodularity to X and Y ).
Note that it is no real restriction to assume that the range of κ is the set N of nonnegative
integers instead of the set Z of all integers and that κ(∅) = 0. For an arbitrary symmetric and
submodular function κ′ : 2U → Z, we can work with the function κ defined by κ(X) := κ′(X)−κ′(∅)
instead. It clearly satisfies κ(∅) = 0. To see that it is nonnegative, observe that for all X ⊆ U ,
κ′(X) =
1
2
(
κ′(X) + κ′(X)
)
≥
1
2
(
κ′(∅) + κ′(U)
)
= κ′(∅).
Here the first an third inequalities hold by symmetry, and the second inequality holds by submod-
ularity.
Example 2.1. Maybe the most obvious example of a connectivity function is the “cut function” in
a graph G. For all subsets X,Y ⊆ V (G), we let EX,Y be the set of all edges of G with one endvertex
in X and one endvertex in Y . We define a connectivity function γG on V (G) by γG(X) = |EX,X |.
y
Example 2.2 (Robertson and Seymour [21]). Let G be a graph. The boundary ∂X of an edge
set X ⊆ E(G) is the set of all vertices of G incident with an edge in X and an edge in X = E(G)\X.
We define a connectivity function κG on E(G) by κG(X) = |∂X|. This is the connectivity function
Robertson and Seymour [21] originally developed their theory of tangles for. y
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Example 2.3 (Oum and Seymour [17]). Let G be a graph. For all subsets X,Y ⊆ V (G), we
let M = MG(X,Y ) be the X × Y -matrix over the 2-element field F2 with entries Mxy = 1 ⇐⇒
xy ∈ E(G). Now we define a connectivity function ρG on V (G) by letting ρG(X), known as the cut
rank of X, be the row rank of the matrix MG(X,X). This connectivity function was introduced
by Oum and Seymour to define the rank width of graphs, which approximates the clique width, but
has better algorithmic properties. y
Example 2.4. Let M be a matroid with ground set E and rank function r. (The rank of a set
X ⊆ E is defined to be the maximum size of an independent set contained in X.) The connectivity
function of M is the set function κM : 2
E → N defined by κM (X) = r(X) + r(X)− r(E) (see, for
example, [19]). y
For the rest of this section, let κ be a connectivity function on a finite set U . We often think
of a subset Z ⊆ U as a separation of U into Z and Z and of κ(Z) as the order of this separation;
consequently, we also refer to κ(Z) as the order of Z. For disjoint sets X,Y ⊆ U , an (X,Y )-
separation is a set Z ⊆ U such that X ⊆ Z ⊆ Y . Such a separation Z is minimum if its order is
minimum, that is, if κ(Z) ≤ κ(Z ′) for all (X,Y )-separations Z ′. It is an easy consequence of the
submodularity of κ that there is a unique minimum (X,Y )-separation Z such that Z ⊆ Z ′ for all
other minimum (X,Y )-separations Z ′. We call Z the leftmost minimum (X,Y )-separation. There
is also a unique rightmost minimum (X,Y )-separation, which is easily seen to be the complement
of the leftmost minimum (Y,X)-separation.
2.1 Tangles
A κ-tangle of order k ≥ 0 is a set T ⊆ 2U satisfying the following conditions.2
(T.0) κ(X) < k for all X ∈ T ,
(T.1) For all X ⊆ U with κ(X) < k, either X ∈ T or X ∈ T .
(T.2) X1 ∩X2 ∩X3 6= ∅ for all X1,X2,X3 ∈ T .
(T.3) T does not contain any singletons, that is, {a} 6∈ T for all a ∈ U .
We denote the order of a κ-tangle T by ord(T ).
Example 2.5. Let G be a graph and H a 3-connected subgraph of G. For a set X ⊆ E(G) we let
V (X) be the set of all the endvertices of edges in X. So ∂(X) = V (X) ∩ V (X). Let T be the set
of all subsets X ⊆ E(G) such that κG(X) = |∂(X)| < 3 (see Example 2.2) and V (H) ⊆ V (X). It
is not difficult to prove that T is a κG-tangle of order 3 in G.
Actually, essentially the same argument works if H is a subdivision of a 3-connected graph and
T the set of all X ⊆ E(G) such that κG(X) = |∂(X)| < 3 and X contains all vertices of H of
degree at least 3. y
Example 2.6 (Robertson and Seymour [21, Section 7]). Let G be a graph and H ⊆ G a
(k × k)-grid. Let T be the set of all X ⊆ E(G) such that κG(X) < k and X contains all edges of
some row of the grid. Then T is a κG-tangle of order k. y
Let T ,T ′ be κ-tangles. If T ′ ⊆ T , we say that T is an extension of T ′. The tangles T and T ′
are incomparable (we write T ⊥T ′) if neither is an extension of the other. The truncation of T to
2Our definition of tangle is “dual” to the one mostly found in the literature, e.g. [7, 12]. In our definition, the “big
side” of a separation belongs to the tangle, which seems natural if one thinks of a tangle as “pointing to a region”
(as described in the introduction). But of course the definitions yield equivalent theories.
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order k ≤ ord(T ) is the set {X ∈ T | κ(X) < k}, which is obviously a tangle of order k. Observe
that if T is an extension of T ′, then ord(T ′) ≤ ord(T ), and T ′ is the truncation of T to order
ord(T ′).
Remark 2.7. There is a small technical issue that one needs to be aware of, but that never causes
any real problems: if we view tangles as families of sets, then their order is not always well-defined.
Indeed, if there is no set X of order κ(X) = k − 1, then a tangle of order k contains exactly the
same sets as its truncation to order k − 1. In such a situation, we have to explicitly annotate a
tangle with its order, formally viewing a tangle as a pair (T , k) where T ⊆ 2U and k ≥ 0. We
always view a tangle of order k and its truncation to order k − 1 as distinct tangles, even if they
contain exactly the same sets.
A (T ,T ′)-separation is a set Z ⊆ U such that Z ∈ T and Z ∈ T ′. Obviously, if Z is a (T ,T ′)-
separation then Z is a (T ′,T )-separation. Observe that there is a (T ,T ′)-separation if and only if
T and T ′ are incomparable. The order of a (T ,T ′)-separation Z is κ(Z). A (T ,T ′)-separation Z
is minimum if its order is minimum.
Lemma 2.8. Let κ be a connectivity function on a set U , and let T ,T ′ be incomparable tangles.
Then there is a (unique) minimum (T ,T ′)-separation Z(T ,T ′) such that Z(T ,T ′) ⊆ Z ′ for all
minimum (T ,T ′)-separations Z ′.
We call Z(T ,T ′) the leftmost minimum (T ,T ′)-separation.
Proof. Let Z = Z(T ,T ′) be a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation of minimum size |Z|, and let Z ′ be
another minimum (T ,T ′)-separation. We shall prove that Z ⊆ Z ′.
Let k := κ(Z) = κ(Z ′) < min{ord(T ), ord(T ′)}. We claim that
κ(Z ∪ Z ′) ≥ k. (2.A)
Suppose for contradiction that κ(Z ∪ Z ′) < k. Then Z ∪ Z ′ ∈ T , because κ(Z ∪ Z ′) < ord(T )
and Z ∪ Z ′ ∩ Z = ∅. Furthermore, Z ∪ Z ′ ∈ T ′, because κ(Z ∪ Z ′) = κ(Z ∪ Z ′) < ord(T ′) and
Z∩Z
′
∩ (Z∪Z ′) = ∅. Thus Z∪Z ′ is a (T ,T ′)-separation of smaller order than Z. This contradicts
the minimality of Z.
By submodularity,
κ(Z ∩ Z ′) ≤ k. (2.B)
A similar argument as above shows that Z ∩ Z ′ is a (T ,T ′)-separation. Thus, by the minimality
of Z, we have κ(Z ∩ Z ′) = k, and by the minimality of |Z| we have |Z| ≤ |Z ∩ Z ′|. This implies
Z = Z ∩ Z ′ and thus Z ⊆ Z ′.
Now that we have defined (X,Y )-separations for sets X,Y and (T ,T ′)-separations for tangles
T ,T ′, we also need to define combinations of both. For a κ-tangle T and a set X ⊆ U a (T ,X)-
separation is a set Z ∈ T such that Z ⊆ X . Note that even if X 6∈ T , such a separation does not
always exist. A (T ,X)-separation Z is minimum if its order is minimum. Z is leftmost minimum
(rightmost minimum) if Z ⊆ Z ′ for all minimum (T ,X)-separations Z ′. By essentially the same
submodularity arguments as those in the proof of Lemma 2.8, it is easy to prove that if there
is a (T ,X)-separation then there is a unique leftmost minimum (T ,X)-separation and a unique
rightmost minimum (T ,X)-separation.
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2.2 Branch Decompositions and Branch Width
A cubic tree is a tree where every node that is not a leaf has degree 3. An oriented edge of a tree
T is a pair (s, t), where st ∈ E(T ). We denote the set of all oriented edges of T by
−→
E (T ) and the
set of leaves of T by L(T ). A partial decomposition of κ is a pair (T, ξ˜), where T is a cubic tree
and ξ˜ :
−→
E (T ) → 2U such that ξ˜(s, t) = ξ˜(t, s) for all st ∈ E(T ) and ξ˜(s, t1) ∪ ξ˜(s, t2) ∪ ξ˜(s, t3) = U
for all non-leaf nodes s ∈ V (T ) with neighbours t1, t2, t3. The partial decomposition is exact if for
all non-leaf nodes s ∈ V (T ) with neighbours t1, t2, t3 the sets ξ˜(s, t1), ξ˜(s, t2), ξ˜(s, t3) are mutually
disjoint. To simplify the notation, for all leaves u ∈ L(T ) we let ξ(u) := ξ˜(t, u), where t is the
neighbour of u in T . Note that for an exact partial decomposition, the values ξ(u) at the leaves u
determine all other values ξ˜(s, t), and the sets ξ(u) for the leaves u form a partition of U . We say
that a partial decomposition (T, ξ˜) is over a set X ⊆ 2U if ξ(u) ∈ X for all leaves u ∈ L(T ). Finally,
a branch decomposition of κ is an exact partial decomposition over the set SU = {{u} | u ∈ U} of
all singletons.3
The width of a partial decomposition (T, ξ˜) is the maximum of the values κ(ξ˜(s, t)) for (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ). The branch width of κ is the minimum of the widths of all branch decompositions of κ.
Example 2.9. The branch width of κG (Example 2.2) is known as the branch width of the graph
G. The branch width of ρG (Example 2.3) is known as the rank width of G. The branch width of
κM (Example 2.4) is known as the branch width of the matroid M . y
The following Exactness Lemma and Duality Lemma due to Robertson and Seymour [21] are
fundamental results relating decompositions and tangles. For the reader’s convenience, we include
proofs of these lemmas.
Lemma 2.10 (Exactness Lemma [21]). Let (T, ξ˜) be a partial decomposition of κ. Then there
is a function ξ˜′ :
−→
E (T ) → 2U such that (T, ξ˜′) is an exact partial decomposition of κ satisfying
κ(ξ˜′(s, t)) ≤ κ(ξ˜(s, t)) for all (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ) and ξ′(t) ⊆ ξ(t) for all leaves t ∈ L(T ).
Proof. It is convenient in this proof to work with binary rooted trees instead of cubic trees. To turn
T into a binary tree T b, we choose an arbitrary edge, say, sbtb ∈ E(T ), and subdivide it, inserting
a new node rb. We make rb the root of our new binary tree T b. Now we can “push” the mapping
ξ˜ from the edges of the tree to the nodes. That is, we define a mapping ξb : V (T )→ 2U by
• ξb(rb) := U ;
• ξb(sb) := ξ˜(tb, sb) and ξb(tb) := ξ˜(sb, tb);
• ξb(t) := ξ˜(s, t) for all nodes t ∈ V (T b) \ {rb, sb, tb} with parent s.
Observe that for all nodes s ∈ V (T b) with children t1, t2 it holds that ξ
b(s) ⊆ ξb(t1) ∪ ξ
b(t2).
Furthermore, the trees T and T b have the same leaves and for all leaves t we have ξb(t) = ξ(t).
In general, if (T ′, r′) is rooted binary tree and ξ′ : V (T ′) → 2U such that ξ′(r′) = U and ξ′
satisfies
ξ′(s) ⊆ ξ′(t1) ∪ ξ
′(t2), (2.C)
we call (T ′, r′, ξ′) a binary partial decomposition. The decomposition is exact at a node s with
children t1, t2 if (2.C) can be strengthened to
ξ′(s) = ξ′(t1) ⊎ ξ
′(t2), (2.D)
3Since a branch decomposition is exact, it suffices to specify the values ξ(t) at the leaves, and as these values are
singletons, we can also define ξ as a mapping from L(T ) to U , which must be bijective.
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where ⊎ denotes disjoint union. The decomposition (T ′, r′, ξ′) is exact if it is exact at all inner
nodes. We have seen how we can turn a partial decomposition into a binary partial decomposition.
It is also easy to reverse the construction and turn an exact binary partial decomposition (T ′, r′, ξ′)
into an exact partial decomposition (T ′′, ξ˜′′).
We will iteratively construct a sequence ξ1, . . . , ξm of mappings from V (T
b) to 2U such that
(T b, rb, ξ1), . . . , (T
b, rb, ξm) are binary partial decompositions satisfying the following invariants for
all i ∈ [m− 1] and nodes t ∈ V (T b):
(i) κ(ξi+1(t)) ≤ κ(ξi(t));
(ii) either ξi+1(t) ⊆ ξi(t) or κ(ξi+1(t)) < κ(ξi(t));
(iii) if t is a leaf of T b then ξi+1(t) ⊆ ξi(t).
Furthermore, the decomposition (T b, rb, ξm) will be exact.
We let ξ1 := ξ
b. In the inductive step, we assume that we have defined ξi. If (T
b, rb, ξi) is
exact, we let m := i and stop the construction. Otherwise, we pick an arbitrary node s ∈ V (T b)
with children t1, t2 such that (T
b, rb, ξi) is not exact at s, that is, either ξi(s) ⊂ ξi(t1) ∪ ξi(t2) or
ξi(t1) ∩ ξi(t2) 6= ∅. We let X := ξi(s) and Yp := ξi(tp) for p = 1, 2.
In each of the following cases, we only modify ξi at the nodes s, t1, t2 and let ξi+1(u) := ξi(u)
for all u ∈ V (T b) \ {s, t1, t2}.
Case 1: X ⊂ Y1 ∪ Y2.
Case 1a: κ(X ∩ Yp) ≤ κ(Yp) for p = 1, 2.
We let ξi+1(s) := ξi(s) and ξi+1(tp) := X ∩ Yp for p = 1, 2.
Note that in this case we have κ(ξi+1(u)) ≤ κ(ξi(u)) and ξi+1(u) ⊆ ξi(u) for all nodes u and
either ξi+1(t1) ⊂ ξi(t1) or ξi+1(t2) ⊂ ξi(t2).
Case 1b: κ(X ∩ Yp) > κ(Yp) for some p ∈ {1, 2}.
For p = 1, 2, we let ξi+1(tp) := Yp.
By submodularity we have κ(X ∪ Yp) < κ(X) for some p ∈ {1, 2}. If κ(X ∪ Y1) < κ(X) we let
ξi+1(s) := X ∪ Y1, and otherwise we let ξi+1(s) := X ∪ Y2.
Note that in this case we have κ(ξi+1(u)) ≤ κ(ξi(u)) for all nodes u and κ(ξi+1(s)) < κ(ξi(s))
and ξi+1(u) = ξi(u) for all nodes u 6= s.
Also note that invariant (iii) is preserved, because s is not a leaf of the tree.
Case 2: X = Y1 ∪ Y2 and Y1 ∩ Y2 6= ∅.
We let ξi+1(s) := ξi(s).
By posimodularity, either κ(Y1 \ Y2) ≤ κ(Y1) or κ(Y2 \ Y1) ≤ κ(Y2). If κ(Y1 \ Y2) ≤ κ(Y1), we
let ξi+1(t1) := Y1 \ Y2 and ξi+1(t2) := Y2. Otherwise, we let ξi+1(t1) := Y1 and ξi+1(t2) := Y2 \ Y1.
Note that in this case we have κ(ξi+1(u)) ≤ κ(ξi(u)) and ξi+1(u) ⊆ ξi(u) for all nodes u and
either ξi+1(t1) ⊂ ξi(t1) or ξi+1(t2) ⊂ ξi(t2).
This completes the description of the construction. To see that it terminates, we say that the
total weight of ξi is
∑
t∈V (T b) κ(ξi(t)) and the total size of ξi is
∑
t∈V (T b) |ξi(t)|. Now observe that
in each step of the construction either the total weight decreases or the total weight stays the same
and the total size decreases. This proves termination.
To see that for all i the triple (T b, rb, ξi) is indeed as partial decomposition, observe first that
ξi(r
b) = U , because the root can only occur as the parent node s in the construction above, and
the set at the parent node either stays the same (in Cases 1a and 2) or increases (in Case 1b).
Moreover, it is easy to check that for all nodes s′ with children t′1, t
′
2 we have ξi(s
′) ⊆ ξi(t
′
1)∪ ξi(t
′
2).
This follows immediately from the construction if s = s′. If s′ is the parent of s = t′i, it follows
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because the set at s can only increase. If s′ = ti, it follows because the set at ti can only decrease.
Otherwise, all the sets at s′, t′1, t
′
2 remain unchanged. Note that the invariant (iii) is preserved,
because leaves can only occur as the child nodes ti in the construction above, and the set at the
cild nodes either decrease (in Cases 1a and 2) or stay the same (in Case 1b).
Now we turn the exact binary partial decomposition (T b, rb, ξm) into an exact partial decom-
position (T ′, ξ˜′). Invariants (i) and (iii) guarantee that (T ′, ξ˜′) has the desired properties.
Let (T, ξ˜) be an exact partial decomposition of κ over some set X ⊆ 2U . Observe that we
can easily eliminate leaves u ∈ L(T ) with ξ(u) = ∅ (we call them empty leaves) by deleting u and
contracting the edge from the sibling of u to its parent. Doing this repeatedly, we can turn the
decomposition into a decomposition of at most the same width over X \ {∅}.
We say that a tangle T avoids a set X ⊆ 2U if T ∩ X = ∅. Note that, by (T.3), every tangle
avoids the set SU of all singletons.
Lemma 2.11 (Duality Lemma, [21]). Let X ⊆ 2U be closed under taking subsets. Then there
is a partial decomposition of width less than k over X ∪ SU if and only if there is no κ-tangle of
order k that avoids X .
Proof. For the forward direction, let (T, ξ˜) a partial decomposition of κ of width less than k over
X ∪ SU . Suppose for contradiction that T is a κ-tangle of order k that avoids X . For every edge
st ∈ E(T ), we orient st towards t if ξ˜(s, t) ∈ T and towards s if ξ˜(s, t) = ξ˜(t, s) ∈ T . As T is a
tangle of order k and κ(ξ˜(s, t)) < k for all (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ), every edge gets an orientation. As T is a
tree, there is a node s ∈ V (T ) such that all edges incident with s are oriented towards s. If s is a
leaf, then ξ(s) ∈ T and thus ξ(s) 6∈ X ∪SU by (T.3) and because T avoids X . This contradicts (T, ξ˜)
being a decomposition over X ∪ SU . Thus s is an inner node, say, with neighbours t1, t2, t3. Then
ξ˜(ti, s) ∈ T and thus ξ˜(t1, s) ∩ ξ˜(t2, s) ∩ ξ˜(t3, s) 6= ∅. This implies ξ˜(s, t1) ∪ ξ˜(s, t2) ∪ ξ˜(s, t3) 6= U ,
which contradicts (T, ξ˜) being a partial decomposition.
The proof of the backward direction is by induction on the number of nonempty sets X ⊂ U
with κ(X) < k such that neither X nor X are in X .
For the base case, let us assume that for all X ⊂ U with κ(X) < k either X ∈ X or X ∈ X .
Let
Y = {X | X ∈ X with κ(X) < k}.
Then Y trivially satisfies the tangle axiom (T.0). It satisfies (T.1) by our assumption that either
X ∈ X or X ∈ X for all X ⊂ U with κ(X) < k.
If Y violates (T.2), then there are sets Y1, Y2, Y3 ∈ Y with Y1 ∩ Y2 ∩ Y3 = ∅. We let T be the
tree with vertex set V (T ) = {s, t1, t2, t3} and edge set {st1, st2, st3}, and we define ξ˜(ti, s) := Yi
and ξ˜(s, ti) := Y i ∈ X . Then (T, ξ˜) is a partial branch decomposition over X of width less than k.
So let us assume that Y satisfies (T.2). As there is no tangle of order k, the set Y must violate
(T.3). Thus for some x ∈ U we have {x} ∈ Y and thus {x} ∈ X and κ({x}) = κ({x}) < k. We let
T ∼= K2 be a tree consisting of just one edge, say, st, and define ξ˜ by ξ˜(s, t) = {x}, ξ˜(s, t) = {x}.
This yields a partial branch decomposition over X ∪ SU of width less than k.
For the inductive step, suppose that there is no partial decomposition of κ of width less than
k over X . Let X ⊂ U such that κ(X) < k and neither X ∈ X nor X ∈ X and such that |X| is
minimum subject to these conditions. Let X 1 := X ∪2X and X 2 := X ∪2X . Then by the inductive
hypothesis, for i = 1, 2 there is a partial decomposition (T i, ξ˜i) of width less than k over X i. As
there is no partial decomposition of width less than k over X , there is a leaf ti of T i with ξ(ti) 6∈ X .
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Consider (T 1, ξ˜1). By the Exactness Lemma and since X 1 is closed under taking subgraphs,
we may assume that (T 1, ξ˜1) is exact. This implies that the sets ξ1(t) for the leaves t ∈ L(T 1) are
mutually disjoint. Let t1 be a leaf of T 1 with X ′ := ξ1(t1) 6∈ X . Then X ′ ⊆ X and X ⊆ X
′
, and
as X 6∈ X and X is closed under taking subsets, it follows that X
′
6∈ X . By the minimality of X,
this implies X ′ = X. Furthermore, as the decomposition (T 1, ξ˜1) is exact, there is exactly one leaf
t1 of T 1 with ξ1(t1) = X, and for all other leaves t we have ξ1(t1) ∈ X . Let s1 be the neighbour of
t1 ∈ T 1.
Now consider (T 2, ξ˜2). Let t21, . . . , t
2
m be an enumeration of all leaves t
2 ∈ L(T 2) with ξ2(t2) 6∈ X .
Then ξ(t2i ) ⊆ X for all i ∈ [m]. Without loss of generality we may assume that ξ(t
2
i ) = X , because
increasing a set ξ2(t) preserves the property of being a partial decomposition. (We do not assume
(T 2, ξ˜2) to be exact.) For every i ∈ [m], let s2i be the neighbour of t
2
i in T
2.
To construct a partial decomposition (T, ξ˜) of κ over X , we take m disjoint copies
(T 11 , ξ˜
1
1), . . . , (T
1
m, ξ˜
1
m)
of (T 1, ξ˜1). For each node t ∈ V (T 1), we denote its copy in T 1i by ti. Then for every edge st ∈ E(T
1)
we have ξ˜1i (si, ti) = ξ˜
1(s, t). In particular, ξ˜1i (s
1
i , t
1
i ) = ξ˜
1(s1, t1) = X. We let T be the tree obtained
from the disjoint union of T 11 , . . . , T
1
m, T
2 by deleting the nodes t1i , t
2
i and adding edges s
1
i s
2
i for all
i ∈ [m]. We define ξ˜ : V (T )→ 2U by
ξ˜(s, t) :=

X if (s, t) = (s1i , s
2
i ) for some i ∈ [m],
X if (s, t) = (s2i , s
1
i ) for some i ∈ [m],
ξ˜1i (s, t) if st ∈ E(T
1
i ),
ξ˜2(s, t) if st ∈ E(T 2).
It is easy to see that (T, ξ˜) is a partial decomposition of width less than k over X . This is a
contradiction.
Since we may assume decompositions to be exact, the Duality Lemma implies that κ has a
branch decomposition of width less than k if and only if there is no κ-tangle of order k, in other
words: the branch width of κ is exactly the maximum order of a κ-tangle.
The following somewhat surprising fact follows from the existence claim of Theorem 4.12 (see
Remark 4.13). However, the fact is needed to construct our tangle data structure (Theorem 3.4)
and hence to prove the algorithmic claim of Theorem 4.12.4
Fact 2.12 ([21]). Let k ≥ 0, and let κ be a a connectivity function on a set U of size |U | = n.
Then there are at most n κ-tangles of order k.
Actually, Corollary (10.4) of [21] only states that there are at most n maximal tangles. But as
every maximal tangles contains at most one tangle of order k, the fact follows.
2.3 Bases
For disjoint sets X,Y ⊆ U we define κmin(X,Y ) := min{κ(Z) | X ⊆ Z ⊆ Y }. Note that for all
X,Y the two functions X ′ 7→ κmin(X
′, Y ) and Y ′ 7→ κmin(X,Y
′) are monotone and submodular.
For sets Y ⊆ X, we say that a set Y is free in X if κmin(Y,X) = κ(X) and |Y | ≤ κ(X). Let
us remark that if κ(∅) = 0 and κ({x}) = 1 for all x ∈ X, then the function Y 7→ κmin(Y,X) is the
4Thus a reader interested in a self-contained treatment may skip Section 3 at first reading and immediately jump
to Section 4, but ignore all algorithmic parts there, then go back to Section 3, and finally to the algorithmic parts of
Section 4. See Remark 4.13 for further details.
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rank function of a matroid on the set X, and a set Y is free in X if and only if it is a base for this
matroid.
The following simple and well-known lemma (see, for example, [16]) thus generalises the fact
that every matroid, defined by its rank function, has a base.
Lemma 2.13. For every X ⊆ U there is a set Y that is free in X.
Proof. Let Y ⊆ X be an inclusion-wise minimal set with κmin(Y,X) = κ(X). Such a set exists be-
cause κmin(X,X) = κ(X). We claim that |Y | ≤ κ(X). Suppose otherwise and let Y = {y1, . . . , yℓ}
with ℓ > κ(X). Define Yi = {y1, . . . , yi} for all i ∈ [ℓ]. Then κmin(Yi,X) ≤ κmin(Yi+1,X)
since κmin is monotone in the first argument. This implies that there exists a j ∈ [ℓ − 1] such
that κmin(Yj ,X) = κmin(Yj+1,X). By the submodularity of κmin in the first argument,
κmin(Y \ {yj+1},X) + κmin(Yj+1,X) ≥ κmin(Yj,X) + κmin(Y,X).
This implies κmin(Y \ {yj+1},X) = κmin(Y,X) = κ(X) contradicting the minimality of Y .
For disjoint sets B1, B2, we let L(B1, B2) be the set of all X ⊆ U such that B1 is free in X and
B2 is free in X. If X ∈ L(B1, B2), then we say that (B1, B2) is a base for X.
Corollary 2.14. Every set X ⊆ U has a base.
For every X ⊆ U , we let B(X) be the set of all bases for X. Then (B1, B2) ∈ B(X) ⇐⇒ X ∈
L(B1, B2). We let B =
⋃
X⊆U B(X) be the set of all bases. Obviously, B is the set of all pairs
(B1, B2) such that B1, B2 ⊆ U are disjoint and L(B1, B2) 6= ∅.
Lemma 2.15. Let B1, B2 ⊆ U be disjoint and X ∈ L(B1, B2). Then κ(X) = κmin(B1, B2).
Proof. As B1 ⊆ X ⊆ B2, we have κ(X) ≥ κmin(B1, B2). Suppose for contradiction that κ(X) >
κmin(B1, B2), and let Z ⊆ U such that B1 ⊆ Z ⊆ B2 and κ(Z) = κmin(B1, B2). Then κ(Z) < κ(X),
and by submodularity this implies κ(X ∩ Z) < κ(X) or κ(X ∪ Z) < κ(X). However, we have
B1 ⊆ X ∩Z ⊆ X and thus κ(X ∩Z) ≥ κmin(B1,X) = κ(X). Similarly, B2 ⊆ X ∩Z ⊆ X and thus
κ(X ∪ Z) = κ(X ∩ Z) ≥ κmin(B2,X) = κ(X). This is a contradiction.
We call κmin(B1, B2) the order of a base (B1, B2) ∈ B. For every k ≥ 0, let B≤k denote the set
of all bases of order at most k.
Lemma 2.16. Let B1, B2 ⊆ U be disjoint. Then (B1, B2) ∈ B if and only if κmin(B1, B2) ≥
max{|B1|, |B2|}.
Proof. For the forward direction, letX ∈ L(B1, B2). Then κmin(B1, B2) = κ(X) ≥ max{|B1|, |B2|},
where the equality follows from Lemma 2.15 and the inequality because B1 is free in X and B2 is
free in X.
For the backward direction, suppose that κmin(B1, B2) ≥ max{|B1|, |B2|}, and let X ⊆ U such
that B1 ⊆ X ⊆ B2 and κ(X) = κmin(B1, B2). Then κ(X) ≥ |B1| and κ(X) ≥ κmin(B1,X) ≥
κmin(B1, B2) = κ(X) and thus κ(X) = κmin(B1,X). Similarly, κ(X) ≥ |B2| and κ(X) =
κmin(B2,X). Thus (B1, B2) is a base for X.
Lemma 2.17. Let B1, B2 ⊆ U be disjoint and X1,X2 ∈ L(B1, B2). Then X1 ∩ X2,X1 ∪ X2 ∈
L(B1, B2).
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Proof. As B1 ⊆ X1 ∩X2,X1 ∪X2 ⊆ B2, by Lemma 2.15 we have
κ(X1 ∩X2), κ(X1 ∪X2) ≥ κmin(B1, B2) = κ(X1) = κ(X2)
By submodularity, this implies
κmin(B1, B2) = κ(X1) = κ(X2) = κ(X1 ∩X2) = κ(X1 ∪X2).
By the monotonicity of κmin in the second argument, we have
κ(X1 ∩X2) ≥ κmin(B1,X1 ∩X2) ≥ κmin(B1, B2) = κ(X1 ∩X2)
and thus κ(X1 ∩X2) = κmin(B1,X1 ∩X2). Moreover, κ(X1 ∩X2) = κ(X1) ≥ |B1|, and thus B1 is
free in X1 ∩X2. Similarly,
κ(X1 ∩X2) ≥ κmin(B2,X1 ∩X2) ≥ κmin(B2, B1)
= κmin(B1, B2) = κ(X1 ∩X2) = κ(X1 ∩X2)
and thus κ(X1 ∩X2) = κmin(B2,X1 ∩X2). Moreover, κ(X1 ∩X2) = κ(X1 ∩X2) = κ(X2) ≥ |B2|,
and thus B2 is free in X1 ∩X2.
Hence X1 ∩X2 ∈ L(B1, B2). By symmetry, X1 ∪X2 ∈ L(B1, B2).
The lemma shows that L(B1, B2) has a lattice structure—hence the letter L. In particular, the
lemma has the following consequence.
Corollary 2.18. For every base (B1, B2) ∈ B there is a unique minimal X⊥(B1, B2) ∈ L(B1, B2)
and a unique maximal X⊤(B1, B2) ∈ L(B1, B2).
Note that in contrast to the leftmost separations defined earlier, the element X⊥(B1, B2) is
inclusion-wise minimal among all sets in L(B1, B2) and not just among those of minimum rank.
2.4 Computing with tangles
Algorithms expecting a set function κ : 2U → N as input are given the ground set U as actual input
(say, as a list of objects), and they are given an oracle that returns for X ⊆ U the value of κ(X).
The running time of such algorithms is measured in terms of the size |U | of the ground set. We
assume this computation model whenever we say that an algorithm is given oracle access to a set
function κ.
An important fact underlying most of our algorithms is that, under this model of computation,
submodular functions can be efficiently minimised.
Fact 2.19 (Iwata, Fleischer, Fujishige [13], Schrijver [23]). There is a polynomial time
algorithm that, given oracle access to a submodular function λ : 2U → N, returns a set X ⊆ U that
minimises λ.
Observe that this implies that, given oracle access to a connectivity function κ, the function κmin
can also be evaluated in polynomial time. In fact, for given arguments X,Y we can compute a Z
such that X ⊆ Z ⊆ Y and κ(Z) = κmin(X,Y ) in polynomial time.
A membership oracle for a family S ⊆ 2U of subsets of a ground set U is an oracle that when
queried with a set X ⊆ U determines whether X ∈ S. Most often, we will use such membership
oracles for tangles; in the following lemma we use them for the union of a family of tangles.
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Figure 1. Proof of Lemma 2.20
Lemma 2.20. Let k ≥ 1. There is a polynomial time algorithm that, given oracle access to a
connectivity function κ : 2U → N, a membership oracle for set S ⊆ 2U such that S = T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tn
is a union of κ-tangles of order k, and sets Y1, Y2 ⊆ U ,
• either computes a set X ′ satisfying
(1) X ′ ∈ T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tn and
(2) Y1 ⊆ X
′ ⊆ Y2
such that X ′ is inclusion-wise minimal among all sets with these two properties
• or determines that no such set exists.
Proof. Starting by initially setting X = Y2, it suffices to find repeatedly a proper subset X
′ ⊂ X
satisfying Properties (1) and (2) or determine that no such set exists.
Assume there is some proper subset X∗ ⊂ X satisfying the properties. Let x be an element
of X \X∗ and let Z be a free subset of X∗. In particular κmin(Z,X∗) = κ(X
∗) and |Z| ≤ κ(X∗).
Such a set exists by Lemma 2.13.
Since |Z| ≤ κ(X∗) ≤ k − 1, the number of choices for x and Z are polynomially bounded,
and by iterating over all choices we can guess x and Z. We compute an inclusion-wise maximal
set X ′ with κ(X ′) ≤ k − 1 such that Z ∪ Y1 ⊆ X
′ ⊆ X \ {x} (see Figure 1). Such a set X ′
can be computed by starting with X ′ := Z ∪ Y1 and then iteratively adding elements to X
′ as
long as κmin(X
′,X \ {x}) ≤ k − 1. Note that Z ⊆ X ′ ∩ X∗ ⊆ X∗ and thus κ(X ′ ∩ X∗) ≥
κmin(Z,X∗) = κ(X
∗). By submodularity κ(X∗)+ κ(X ′) ≥ κ(X ′ ∩X∗) + κ(X ′ ∪X∗) which implies
that κ(X ′ ∪ X∗) ≤ κ(X ′) and thus X∗ ⊆ X ′, since X ′ is chosen to be maximal. We conclude
that X ′ ∈ T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tn. For a correct choice of Z and x, we can use the oracle for T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tn to
verify that X ′ ∈ T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tn.
The lemma in particular applies when we are given only one tangle by a membership oracle.
Lemma 2.21. Let T be a tangle of order k and B = (B1, B2) a base such that T ∩ L(B) 6= ∅.
Then there is a unique inclusion-wise minimal element X⊥(T , B) in T ∩ L(B).
Furthermore, for every fixed k there is a polynomial time algorithm that, given oracle access to
κ, a membership oracle for T , and a base B, decides if T ∩ L(B) 6= ∅ and, in the affirmative case,
computes X⊥(T , B).
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Proof. For the uniqueness, it is sufficient to prove that T ∩L(B) is closed under taking intersections.
So let X1,X2 ∈ T ∩ L(B). Then by Lemma 2.17, X1 ∩ X2 ∈ L(B) and thus by Lemma 2.15,
κ(X1 ∩X2) = κ(X1) = κ(X2). As X1 ∩X2 ∩X1 ∩X2 = ∅, we have X1 ∩X2 ∈ T .
The algorithmic claim follows by applying Lemma 2.20 with n = 1, T1 = T , Y1 = B1 and Y2 =
B2.
3 A Data Structure for Tangles
The following crucial lemma will enable us to iteratively extend our tangle data structure.
Lemma 3.1. There is a polynomial time algorithm that, given oracle access to κ, a membership
oracle for a κ-tangle T0 of order at most k, and sets X1, . . . ,Xn ⊆ U with κ(Xi) ≤ k, decides if
there is a κ-tangle T ⊇ T0 of order k + 1 that avoids X1, . . . ,Xn.
Proof. Observe that there is a κ-tangle T ⊇ T0 of order k+1 that avoids X1, . . . ,Xn if and only if
there is a κ-tangle of order k + 1 that avoids
X := {X | X ⊆ Y for some Y ∈ T0}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:X0
∪ {X | X ⊆ Xi for some i ∈ [n]}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:X1
∪ SU .
By the Duality Lemma, this is the case if and only if there is no partial decomposition of κ of width
less than k + 1 over X . Our algorithm will test whether such a partial decomposition exists.
For a set Y ⊆ U , we say that a Y -decomposition is a partial decomposition (T, ξ˜) of κ of width
less than k + 1 that has a leaf tY , which we call the Y -leaf, such that ξ(tY ) = Y and ξ(t) ∈ X for
all t ∈ L(T ) \ {tY }. We call a set Y decomposable if there is a Y -decomposition.
Claim 1. Let X,Y,Z ⊆ U such that X and Y are decomposable and Z ⊆ X ∪ Y and κ(Z) ≤ k.
Then Z is decomposable.
Proof. Let (TX , ξ˜X) be an X-decomposition and (TY , ξ˜Y ) a Y -decomposition. Let tX be the X-leaf
of TX , and let tY be the Y -leaf of TY . We form a new tree T by taking the disjoint union of TX
and TY , identifying the two leaves tX and tY , and adding a fresh node tZ and an edge between tZ
and the node sZ corresponding to tX and tY . We define ξ˜ :
−→
E (T )→ 2U by
ξ˜(s, t) :=

ξ˜X(s, t) if (s, t) ∈
−→
E (TX),
ξ˜Y (s, t) if (s, t) ∈
−→
E (TY ),
Z if (s, t) = (tZ , sZ),
Z if (s, t) = (sZ , tZ).
Then (T, ξ˜) is a partial decomposition of κ, because X ∪Y ∪Z = U . Its width is at most k because
κ(Z) ≤ k and the width of both (TX , ξ˜X) and (TY , ξ˜Y ) is at most k. We have ξ(tZ) = Z, and for
all leaves t ∈ L(T ) \ {tZ}, either t ∈ L(TX) \ {tX} and ξ(t) = ξX(t) ∈ X or t ∈ L(TY ) \ {tY } and
ξ(t) = ξY (t) ∈ X . Thus (T, ξ˜) is a Z-decomposition. y
Claim 2. Let X,Y ⊆ U such that X and Y are decomposable and X ∪ Y = U . Then there is a
partial decomposition of κ of width at most k over X .
Proof. This follows from Claim 1 by observing that an U -decomposition is a partial decomposition
of κ over X of width at most k. Here we use the facts that U = ∅ ∈ X and that κ(∅) = 0 ≤ k. y
Our algorithm iteratively computes mappings µ1, . . . , µm : B≤k → 2
U such that for all B =
(B1, B2) ∈ B≤k, either µi(B) = ∅ or µi(B) ∈ L(B) and µi(B) is decomposable.
To define µ1, for every base B = (B1, B2) ∈ B≤k, we first check if T0 ∩ L(B2, B1) 6= ∅ (note the
reversed order in the base) and, if it is, compute X⊥(T0, (B2, B1)) (see Lemma 2.21).
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• If T0∩L(B2, B1) 6= ∅, we let Y0 := X⊥(T0, (B2, B1)). Observe that Y0 is the unique inclusion-
wise maximal element in L(B) ∩ X0. Otherwise, we let Y0 := ∅.
• If L(B)∩X1 6= ∅, then we let Y1 be the union of all elements of L(B)∩X1. Otherwise, we let
Y1 := ∅.
• If L(B) ∩ SU 6= ∅, then we let Y2 be the union of all elements of L(B) ∩ SU . Otherwise, we
let Y2 := ∅.
We let µ1(B) := Y0 ∪ Y1 ∪ Y2. Observing that the elements of X are trivially decomposable, it
follows from Claim 1 and the fact that L(B) is a lattice that if µ1(B) 6= ∅ then it is decomposable.
Now suppose that µi is defined. Consider the following condition.
(⋆) For all B,C,D ∈ B≤k and Y ∈ L(B), if Y ⊆ µi(C) ∪ µi(D), then Y ⊆ µi(B).
If (⋆) is satisfied, then we let m := i, and the constructions stops.
Otherwise, we find B,C,D ∈ B≤k and Y ∈ L(B) such that Y ⊆ µi(C)∪ µi(D) and Y 6⊆ µi(B).
(Oum and Seymour [16] explain how to do this in polynomial time: for all B,C,D ∈ B≤k and for
all y ∈ µi(B) we test if there is a Y ∈ L(B) with {y} ⊆ Y ⊆ µi(C) ∪ µi(D).)
We let µi+1(B) := µi(B) ∪ Y . It follows from Claim 1 that µi+1(B) is decomposable. For all
B′ ∈ B≤k \ {B}, we let µi+1(B
′) := µi(B
′). This completes the description of the construction.
Since in each step of the construction we strictly increase the set µi(B) for some base B and
since the number of bases is polynomially bounded in |U |, the numberm of steps of the construction
is polynomially bounded as well. Let µ := µm. Note that µ satisfies (⋆).
Claim 3. The following are equivalent.
(1) There is a partial decomposition of κ of width at most k over X .
(2) There are B,C ∈ B≤k such that µ(B) ∪ µ(C) = U .
Proof. The implication “(2) =⇒ (1)” follows immediately from Claim 2.
To prove “(1) =⇒ (2)”, let (T, ξ˜) be an exact partial decomposition of κ of width at most k
over X . Let
Y := {Y | κ(Y ) ≤ k and Y ⊆ µ(B) for some B ∈ B≤k}.
By induction on T , we shall prove that ξ˜(s, t) ∈ Y for all (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ).
In the base step, we consider (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ) where t is a leaf. Then ξ(t) ∈ X . We let B be a
base for ξ(t). Then ξ(t) ⊆ µ1(B) ⊆ µ(B) and thus ξ˜(s, t) = ξ(t) ∈ Y.
For the inductive step, consider an edge (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ) such that t is an inner node and such that
ξ˜(t, u), ξ˜(t, v) ∈ Y for the other two neighbours u, v of t. Let C,D ∈ B≤k such that ξ˜(t, u) ⊆ µ(C)
and ξ˜(t, v) ⊆ µ(D). Let B = (B1, B2) be a base for Y := ξ˜(s, t), and note that Y = ξ˜(t, u)∪ ξ˜(t, v),
because (T, ξ˜) is an exact partial decomposition. Hence Y ⊆ µ(C) ∪ µ(D). By (⋆), we have
Y ⊆ µ(B) and thus Y ∈ Y.
Thus ξ˜(s, t) ∈ Y for all (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ). Consider an arbitrary edge st ∈ E(T ). Let B,C ∈ B≤k
such that ξ˜(s, t) ⊆ µ(B) and ξ˜(s, t) = ξ˜(t, s) ⊆ µ(C). Then µ(B) ∪ µ(C) = U . y
Since Condition (2) of Claim 3 can be tested in polynomial time, this completes the proof.
Observe that the following result due to Oum and Seymour [16] follows by applying the theorem
with T0 being the empty tangle (of order 0) and n = 0. In fact, our proof of the lemma builds on
Oum and Seymour’s proof.
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Corollary 3.2 (Oum and Seymour [16]). For every k there is a polynomial time algorithm
deciding whether there is a κ-tangle of order k.
A comprehensive tangle data structure of order k for a connectivity function κ over a set U
is a data structure D with procedures OrderD,SizeD,TD,TangOrderD,TruncationD, SepD,
and FindD that provide the following functionalities.
(1) The function OrderD() returns the fixed integer k.
(2) For ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , k} the function SizeD(ℓ) returns the number of κ-tangles of order at most ℓ.
We denote the number of κ-tangles of order at most k by |D|.
(3) For each i ∈ {1, . . . , |D|} the function TD(i, ·) : 2
U → {0, 1} is a tangle Ti of order at most k,
(i.e., the function call TD(i,X) determines whether X ∈ Ti).
We call i the index of the tangle Ti within the data structure.
(4) For i ∈ {1, . . . , |D|} the function TangOrderD(i) returns ord(Ti).
(5) For i ∈ {1, . . . , |D|} and ℓ ≤ ord(Ti) the call TruncationD(i, ℓ) returns an integer j such
that Tj is the truncation of Ti to order ℓ. If ℓ > ord(Ti) the function returns i.
(6) For distinct i, j ∈ {1, . . . , |D|} the call SepD(i, j) outputs a set X ⊆ U such that X is the
leftmost minimum (Ti,Tj)-separation (see Lemma 2.8) or states that no such set exists (in
which case one of the tangles is a truncation of the other).
(7) Given an integer ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , k} and some tangle T ′ of order ℓ (via a membership oracle) the
function FindD(ℓ,T
′), returns the index of T ′, that is, the unique integer i ∈ {1, . . . , |D|}
such that ord(Ti) = ℓ and T
′ = Ti.
Remark 3.3. Note that, in accordance with Remark 2.7, a tangle data structure considers tangles
as distinct even if they only differ in their order and not as a function 2U → {0, 1}. Recall that a
tangle of order k agrees with its truncation to order k − 1 as a function 2U → {0, 1} if and only
if there is no X ⊆ U of order κ(X) = k − 1. Due to the existence of free sets (Lemma 2.13) it is
possible to check in polynomial time whether such an X exists and thus determine which tangles
coincide.
We say a comprehensive tangle data structure D is efficient if all functions OrderD, SizeD,
TD, TangOrderD, TruncationD, SepD, and FindD can be evaluated in polynomial time.
Theorem 3.4. For every constant k there is a polynomial time algorithm that, given oracle access
to a connectivity function κ, computes an efficient comprehensive tangle data structure of order k.
Proof. Let k be an integer and let κ : 2U → N be a connectivity function. Note that for k = 0 it
is trivial to construct an efficient comprehensive tangle data structure. We suppose by induction
that we have already constructed an efficient comprehensive tangle data structure of order k − 1
in polynomial time. We first verify that there exists some tangle of order k (using Corollary 3.2).
If this is not the case then the comprehensive tangle data structure of order k − 1 is already a
comprehensive tangle data structure of order k. Otherwise we proceed as follows.
We compute a binary rooted tree T and a function S assigning to every edge (s, t) ∈ E(T ) that
is pointing away from the root a subset S(s, t) ⊆ U with κ(S(s, t)) < k such that the following
properties hold.
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(1) If s is a vertex of T with children t1 and t2 then S(s, t1) = S(s, t2).
(2) For each path p1, . . . , pm form the root to a leaf there is a tangle T of order k such that
S(p1, p2), S(p2, p3), . . . , S(pm−1, pm) ∈ T .
(3) For each path p1, . . . , pm form the root to a leaf there is at most one tangle T of order k
satisfying property (2).
Claim 1. A tree T satisfying properties (1)–(3) can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof. We construct the tree iteratively from subtrees which satisfy properties (1) and (2) but not
necessarily property (3). We say a tangle corresponds to a leaf u if it satisfies property (2) for the
path from the root to u. Note that properties (1) and (2) imply that each tangle corresponds to
exactly one leaf and that property (3) implies that different tangles correspond to different leaves.
We start with the tree T0 that only contains one vertex r. It satisfies properties (1) and (2).
Suppose we have constructed a tree Ti satisfying properties (1) and (2). To construct Ti+1 it suffices
to find a leaf u and a set X with κ(X) < k such that there are tangles T1 and T2 of order at most k
both corresponding to u with X ∈ T1 and X /∈ T2.
Note that for each candidate setX and each leaf u we can determine by Lemma 3.1 in polynomial
time whether there are two tangles corresponding to u that are separated by X. It thus suffices
for us to compute a set of candidates for X among which there is an adequate separator. For a
leaf u we proceed as follows. Let X1 = S(p1, p2), . . . ,Xm−1 = S(pm−1, pm) where p1, . . . , pm is
the path from the root to u. (The collection of sets Xi is empty if the tree has only one node.)
Let T1, . . . ,Tn be the tangles of order k which correspond to u. These are exactly the tangles
of order k avoiding X1, . . . ,Xm−1. Lemma 3.1 provides a membership oracle to test for a set X
whether X ∈ T1∪ . . .∪Tn: to check whether X ∈ T1∪ . . .∪Tn we test, using Lemma 3.1 for T0 := ∅
(the unique tangle of order 0), whether there is a tangle of order k avoiding X1, . . . ,Xm−1 and X .
We have X ∈ T1 ∪ . . . ∪ Tn if and only if the answer is affirmative for some tangle T .
For each base B ∈ B≤k−1, we compute, if it exists, an inclusion-wise minimal set X
∗(B) ∈ L(B)
(implying κ(X∗(B)) < k) such that there is a tangle Ti (with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) containing X
∗(B).
Such a set can be computed in polynomial time by Lemma 2.20.
To prove the claim, it suffices now to show that if there are two tangles corresponding to u then
there is a base B ∈ B≤k−1 for which X
∗(B) exists and separates two tangles corresponding to u.
Let Tj and Tk be two such tangles and let X˜ be a (Tj,Tk)-separation. Let B be a base for X˜ . By
construction, there is a tangle Ti with X
∗(B) ∈ Ti. If X
∗(B) /∈ Tj or X
∗(B) /∈ Tk then X
∗(B)
separates two tangles corresponding to u (either Ti and Tj or Ti and Tk). So suppose X
∗(B) ∈
Tj and X
∗(B) ∈ Tk. Then X
∗(B) 6⊆ X˜ , because X˜ /∈ Tk. Thus X
∗(B) ∩ X˜ ( X∗(B). We
have X∗(B) ∩ X˜ ∈ L(B), because L(B) is a lattice. Since X∗(B) is inclusion-wise minimal in
L(B)∩ (T1 ∪ . . .∪Tt), this implies that X
∗(B)∩ X˜ /∈ Tj. Since X˜ ∈ L(B) and all elements of L(B)
have the same order, we have κ(X∗(B)∩ X˜) = κ(X˜) ≤ k− 1. Thus X∗(B) ∩ X˜ ∈ Tj. However the
sets X∗(B), X˜, and X∗(B) ∩ X˜ have an empty intersection so they cannot all be contained in Tj,
yielding a contradiction.
Repeating the construction we obtain a sequence of trees T0, T1, . . .. Since by Fact 2.12 there
is only a linear number of tangles of order at most k and each new tree distinguishes more tangles
than the one before, after a linear number of steps we obtain a tree satisfying properties (1)–(3).y
Let Dk−1 be an efficient comprehensive tangle data structure of order k − 1. We argue that
using Dk−1 together with a tree T satisfying properties (1)–(3) we obtain a comprehensive tangle
data structure of order k.
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Recall that the tangles of order k are in one to one correspondence to the leaves of the tree T .
Let u1, . . . , un be an enumeration of the leaves of T .
(1) The function OrderD() simply returns the integer k.
(2) The function SizeD(ℓ) returns SizeDk−1(ℓ) if ℓ < k and SizeDk−1(ℓ−1)+n if ℓ = k (where n =
|L(T )| is the number of leaves of T ).
(3) To evaluate TD(i,X) we return TDk−1(i,X) in case i ≤ |Dk−1|. Otherwise we suppose
that X1 = S(p1, p2), . . . ,Xm−1 = S(pm−1, pm) where p1, . . . , pm is the path from the root
to leaf ui−|Dk−1|. We use Lemma 3.1 to determine whether there exists a tangle avoid-
ing X1, . . . ,Xm−1 and X. If this is the case we return 1, otherwise we return 0.
(4) For i ∈ {1, . . . , |D|} the function TangOrderD(i) returns TangOrderDk−1(i) if i ≤ |Dk−1|.
Otherwise, it returns k.
(5) To determine TruncationD(i, ℓ), if ℓ = k we return i. Assuming otherwise, if i ≤ |Dk−1| we
use TruncationDk−1(i, ℓ). If neither of these cases happens, we modify the function TD(i,X)
to return 0 for all X with κ(X) ≥ ℓ− 1. This provides us with an oracle for a tangle T that
is the ℓ− 1 truncation of Ti. We can then use FindDk−1(k − 1,T ) to determine the index of
this truncation.
(6) To compute SepD(i, j), if i ≤ |Dk−1| or j ≤ |Dk−1| then we can use the truncation and simply
compute SepDk−1(Truncation(i, k − 1),Truncation(j, k − 1)). Otherwise we let s be the
smallest common ancestor of ui−|Dk−1| and uj−|Dk−1| in T . Let X be the set S(s, t) where t
is the child of s on the path from s to ui−|Dk−1|. Using Lemma 2.20 we compute and return
the minimal set X ′ ⊆ X such that X ′ ∈ Ti.
(7) To determine FindD(ℓ,T ), if ℓ < k we return FindDk−1(ℓ,T ). Otherwise, the order of T is k,
and there is a leaf u of the tree T such that T is the tangle at this leaf. We start at the root r
of T and traverse towards a leaf as follows. Suppose we are currently at node s with children t1
and t2. Exactly one of the two sets S(s, t1) and S(s, t2) = S(s, t1) is contained in T and we
traverse to the corresponding child. Once we hit a leaf, uj say, we return |Dk−1|+ j.
4 Canonical Tree Decompositions
In this section we present the canonical tree decomposition of a connectivity function into parts
corresponding to its tangles of order at most k. Our decomposition is more or less the same as the
one presented by Hundertmark [12], but our construction differs in two aspects that are important
for the algorithmic treatment. We exclusively choose leftmost and rightmost minimum separations
in our decomposition. Hundertmark is less restrictive about the separations he uses, which makes it
easier to argue that suitable separations exist, but infeasible to find them algorithmically. Moreover,
our construction is modular: we introduce new connectivity functions during the construction,
decompose them and then merge the decompositions.
In this section, we often speak of “canonical” constructions. The precise technical meaning de-
pends on the context, but in general a construction (or algorithm) is canonical if every isomorphism
between its input objects commutes with an isomorphism between the output objects. More for-
mally, suppose we have a construction (or algorithm) A that associates an output A(I) with every
input I. Then the construction is canonical if for any two inputs I1 and I2 and every isomorphism
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f from I1 to I2 there is an isomorphism g from A(I1) to A(I2) such that g(A(I1)) = A(I2), that is,
the following diagram commutes:
I1 I2
A(I1) A(I2)
f
A A
g
.
We define an isomorphism from a connectivity function κ1 : 2
U1 → N to a connectivity function
κ2 : 2
U2 → N to be a bijective mapping f : U1 → U2 such that κ(X) = κ(f(X)) for all X ⊆ U1. For
sets U1, U2 and families X1 ⊆ 2
U1 , X2 ⊆ 2
U2 we define an isomorphism from (U1,X1) to (U2,X2) to
be a bijective mapping f : U1 → U2 such that X ∈ X1 ⇐⇒ f(X) ∈ X2 for all X ⊆ X1. We assume
that the reader is familiar with tree isomorphisms.
It may be worth noting that our construction of comprehensive tangle data structures described
in the previous section is not canonical.
4.1 Tree Decomposition and Nested Separations
Let U be a finite set. We think of U as being the ground set of a connectivity function κ, but
this connectivity function plays no role in this section. A tree decomposition of U is a pair (T, β)
consisting of a tree T and a function β : V (T ) → 2U such that the sets β(t) for t ∈ V (T ) are
mutually disjoint and their union is U . If κ is a connectivity function on U , we also call (T, β) a
tree decomposition of κ.
Let (T, β) be a tree decomposition of U . For every edge st ∈ E(T ) we let β˜(s, t) be the union
of the sets β(t′) for all nodes t′ in the connected component of T − st that contains t. Note that
β˜(s, t) = β˜(t, s). If (T, β) is a tree decomposition of a connectivity function κ on U , we define the
adhesion of (T, β) to be max{κ(β˜(s, t)) | (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T )}. We do not define a “width” for our tree
decompositions.
Observe that every branch decomposition (T, ξ˜) corresponds to the tree decomposition (T, β)
with β(t) = ξ(t) for all t ∈ L(T ) and β(T ) := ∅ for all t ∈ V (T ) \ L(T ). Therefore, we may just
view branch decompositions as special tree decompositions.
Our notion of a tree decomposition of a connectivity function is not new (see for example [7]). It
may be surprising to a reader only familiar with tree decompositions of graphs, because it partitions
the elements of U , whereas the bags of a tree decomposition of a graph may overlap. But note
that if we apply this notion to the connectivity function κG of a graph G (see Example 2.2), we
decompose the edge set and not the vertex set of G. The following example details the relation
between standard tree decompositions of graphs and tree decompositions of κG.
Example 4.1. Let (T, β) be a tree decomposition of a graph G (in the usual sense). It yields a
tree decomposition (T, β′) of κG (in the sense defined above) as follows: for every edge e ∈ E(G),
we arbitrarily choose a node te ∈ V (T ) that covers e. Then for every t ∈ V (T ) we let β
′(t) := {e ∈
E(G) | t = te}.
Conversely, if we have a tree decomposition (T, β′) of κG, then we can define a tree decomposition
(T, β) of G as follows. For every node v ∈ V (G) we let Uv be the set of all nodes t ∈ V (T ) such
that v is incident with an edge e ∈ β′(t). We let Ûv be the union of Uv with all nodes t ∈ V (T )
appearing on a path between two nodes in Uv. Now we let β(t) = {v ∈ V (G) | t ∈ Ûv}. We call
(T, β) the tree decomposition of G corresponding to (T, β′).
Note that the construction of a tree decomposition of κG from a tree decomposition of G involves
arbitrary choices, whereas the construction of a tree decomposition of G from a tree decomposition
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of κG is canonical. Thus the “tree decomposition of a graph corresponding to a tree decomposition
of its edge set” is well-defined. y
Let (T, β) be a tree decomposition of a set U . We let
N (T, β) = {β˜(s, t) | st ∈ E(T )}.
and call it the set of separations of (T, β). We will now characterise sets of separations that come
from tree decompositions.
Sets (or rather, separations) X,Y ⊆ U are nested if either X ⊆ Y or X ⊆ Y or X ⊆ Y or
X ⊆ Y ; otherwise X and Y cross. Note that X and Y cross if and only if the four sets X ∩ Y ,
X ∩Y , X ∩Y , and X ∩Y are all nonempty. A family N ⊆ 2U is nested if all X,Y ∈ N are nested.
Observe that for every tree decomposition (T, β) of κ the set N (T, β) is nested and closed under
complementation. The following converse of this observation is well-known and goes back (at least)
to [21]. (We include a proof for the reader’s convenience.)
Lemma 4.2. If N ⊆ 2U is nested and closed under complementation, then there is a tree decom-
position (T, β) of U such that N = N (T, β).
Furthermore, the construction of (T, β) from U and N is canonical and can be carried out by a
polynomial-time algorithm.
Proof. By induction on |N | we construct a rooted tree (T, r) and a mapping β : V (T ) → 2U such
that (T, β) is a tree decomposition with N (T, β) = N .
In the base step N = ∅, we let T be a tree with one node r and we define β by β(r) := U .
In the inductive step N 6= ∅, let X1, . . . ,Xm be a list of all inclusion-wise minimal elements of
N (possibly, m = 1 and X1 = ∅). As N is nested, for all i 6= j we have Xi ⊆ Xj . This implies that
the sets Xi are mutually disjoint. Let
N ′ := N \ {Xi,X i | i ∈ [m]}.
By the induction hypothesis, there is a rooted tree (T ′, r′) and a mapping β′ : V (T ′) → 2U such
that (T ′, β′) is a tree decomposition with N (T ′, β′) = N ′. For every i ∈ [m], let ti be a node of
minimum height (where the height of a node is its distance to the root) with Xi ⊆ β˜
′(si, ti) for
the parent si of ti, or ti := r
′ if no such node exists. Observe that there is only one such node ti.
Indeed, if t 6= ti has the same height as ti, then neither ti = r nor t = r. Let s be the parent of t.
Then the edges (si, ti) and (s, t) are pointing away from each other and thus β˜
′(si, ti)∩ β˜
′(s, t) = ∅.
This implies Xi 6⊆ β˜
′(s, t), unless Xi = ∅, in which case ti is the root, and we do not have to worry
about this.
We define a new tree T from T ′ by attaching a fresh leaf ui to ti for every i ∈ [m]. We let
r := r′ be the root of T . We define β : V (T )→ 2U by
β(t) :=
{
Xi if t = ui,
β′(t) \
⋃m
i=1 Xi if t ∈ V (T
′).
As the sets Xi are mutually disjoint, (T, β) is a tree decomposition of U . We need to prove that
N (T, β) = N .
Claim 1. For all oriented edges (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ′) we have β˜(s, t) = β˜′(s, t).
Proof. Let (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ′). Without loss of generality we assume that t is a child of s. We have
β˜′(s, t) ∈ N ′ ⊆ N . By the minimality of Xi and the nestedness of N , we have Xi ⊆ β˜
′(s, t) or
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Figure 2. The graph of Example 4.3
Xi ∩ β˜
′(s, t) = ∅. Moreover, Xi ⊆ β˜
′(s, t) if any only if ui is a descendant of t in T . As β˜
′(s, t) is
the union of the sets β′(t′) for all descendants t′ of t in T ′ and β˜(s, t) is the union of the sets β(t′)
for all descendants t′ of t in T , the claim follows. y
To prove that N (T, β) ⊆ N , let Z ∈ N (T, β). Say, Z = β˜(s, t) for some oriented edge (s, t) ∈
E˜(T ). If (s, t) = (ti, ui) for some i ∈ [m], then Z = Xi ∈ N , and if (s, t) = (ui, ti) then Z = Xi ∈ N ,
because N is closed under complementation. Otherwise, (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ′). Then by Claim 1 we have
Z = β˜′(s, t) ∈ N ′ ⊆ N .
To prove the converse inclusion, let Z ∈ N . If Z = Xi for some i ∈ [m], then Z = β˜(ti, ui), and
if Z = Xi, then Z = β˜(ui, ti). Otherwise, Z ∈ N
′, and thus by Claim 1, Z = β˜′(s, t) = β˜(s, t) for
some (s, t) ∈
−→
E (T ′).
Thus (T, β) is a tree decomposition of U with N (T, β) = N . The construction is obviously
canonical, and it is easy to see that it can be carried out by a polynomial time algorithm.
It is our goal to construct tree decompositions whose parts correspond to tangles and whose
separations separate these tangles. If T is a family of mutually incomparable κ-tangles, then a tree
decomposition for T is a triple (T, β, τ), where (T, β) is a tree decomposition of κ and τ : T→ V (T )
is an injective mapping with the following properties.
(TD.1) For all distinct T ,T ′ ∈ T there is an oriented edge (t, t′) ∈
−→
E (T ) on the oriented path
from τ(T ) to τ(T ′) in T such that β˜(t′, t) is a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation.
(TD.2) For every oriented edge (t, t′) ∈
−→
E (T ) there are tangles T ,T ′ ∈ T such that (t, t′) appears
on the oriented path from τ(T ) to τ(T ′) and β˜(t′, t) is a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation.
(TD.3) For every tangle T ∈ T and every neighbour t′ of t := τ(T ) in T it holds that β˜(t′, t) ∈ T .
Nodes t ∈ τ(T) are called tangle nodes and the remaining nodes t ∈ V (T ) \ τ(T) are called hub
nodes.
For an arbitrary family of T-tangles, we say that a tree decomposition for T is a tree decompo-
sition for the family Tmax ⊆ T consisting of all inclusion-wise maximal tangles in T.
The following example shows that in general we cannot do without hub nodes if we want to
construct canonical decompositions.
Example 4.3. Let G be the graph consisting of three triangles joined at a single node (see Fig-
ure 2). The connectivity function κG has three tangles of order 2 corresponding to the three
triangles.
Let (T, β, τ) be a canonical tree decomposition for the family of all κG-tangles of order at most
2. Here canonical means that for every automorphism f of the graph G there is an automorphism
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g of the tree T such that f(β(t)) = β(g(t)) for all t ∈ V (T ). Typically, T would be a star with
three leaves, which are tangle nodes associated with the three tangles of order 2, and one centre,
which is a hub node.
But now suppose for contradiction that the decomposition has no hub nodes. Then T must be
a path of length 2. One of the tangles must be associated with the centre node of this path, and
the other two with the leaves. But as the automorphism group of G acts transitively on the three
tangles, this contradicts the canonicity. y
Lemma 4.4. Let (T, β, τ) be a tree decomposition for a family T of mutually incomparable κ-
tangles.
(1) For every tangle node t = τ(T ) and for every oriented edge (u′, u) pointing towards t, if
κ(β˜(u′, u)) < ord(T ) then β˜(u′, u) ∈ T .
(2) E(T ) = ∅ if and only if |T| ≤ 1.
(3) If T 6= ∅, all leaves of T are tangle nodes.
(4) The mapping τ : V (T )→ T is uniquely determined by the tree decomposition (T, β). That is,
if τ ′ is an injective mappings from T to V (T ) such that (T, β, τ ′) is a tree decomposition for
T, then τ = τ ′.
Proof. (1) follows from (TD.3) and the fact that for every edge (u, u′) pointing towards t there is
a neighbour t′ of t (the neighbour of t on the path from u′ to t) such that β˜(u′, u) ⊇ β˜(t′, t). The
forward direction of (2) follows from (TD.1) and the backward direction follows from (TD.2). (3)
follows from (TD.2).
To prove (4), suppose for contradiction that τ 6= τ ′. Let T ∈ T such that t := τ(T ) 6= τ ′(T ) =: t′.
Let u, u′ be the neighbours of t, t′, respectively, on the path from t to t′ in T . Then by (TD.3),
β˜(t′, t), β˜(u′, u) ∈ T . However, β˜(t′, t) ∩ β˜(u′, u) = ∅. This contradicts T being a tangle.
The next lemma shows that a canonical tree decomposition for a family T of tangles can be
constructed from a nested family of separations satisfying two extra conditions relating it to T.
Lemma 4.5. Let T be a family of κ-tangles and N ⊆ 2U a family of separations that is nested and
closed under complementation and satisfies the following two conditions.
(TN.1) For all T ,T ′ ∈ T with T ⊥T ′ there is a Z ∈ N such that Z is a minimum (T ,T ′)-
separation.
(TN.2) For all Z ∈ N there are tangles T ,T ′ ∈ T with T ⊥T ′ such that Z is a minimum (T ,T ′)-
separation.
Then for every tree decomposition (T, β) of κ with N (T, β) = N there is a unique injective mapping
τ : Tmax → V (T ) such that (T, β, τ) is a tree decomposition for T.
Furthermore, given (T, β) and the index set of T in a comprehensive tangle data structure, the
mapping τ can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that the tangles in T are mutually incomparable;
otherwise we work with Tmax instead of T. Observe that N satisfies conditions (TN.1) and (TN.2)
with respect to T if any only it satisfies the two conditions with respect to Tmax.
We may further assume that |T| ≥ 2. Then N 6= ∅ by (TN.1). Furthermore, ord(T ) ≥ 1 for
all T ∈ T, because the unique tangle of order 0 is the empty tangle, which is comparable with all
other tangles.
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Let (T, β) be a tree decomposition of κ with N (T, β) = N . For every k ≥ 1, we let Ek be the
set of all edges e = tt′ ∈ E(T ) with κ(β˜(t, t′)) < k.
For every tangle T ∈ T of order k we construct a connected subset XT ⊆ V (T ) as follows: we
orient all edges e = tt′ ∈ Ek in such a way that they point towards T , that is, if β˜(t, t
′) ∈ T then
the orientation of e is (t, t′) and otherwise the orientation is (t′, t). Then there a unique connected
component of T −Ek (the forest obtained from T by deleting all edges in Ek) such that all oriented
edges point towards this component. We let XT be the node set of this connected component.
It follows from (TN.1) that the sets XT are mutually vertex disjoint. To see this, consider
distinct T ,T ′ ∈ T. Let Z ∈ N be a minimum (T ,T ′) separation and (t, t′) ∈
−→
E (T ) such that
β˜(t′, t) = Z. Then XT is contained in the connected component of T − tt
′ that contains t and XT ′
is contained in the connected component of T − tt′ that contains t′. Hence XT ∩XT ′ = ∅.
Claim 1. Let T ,T ′ ∈ T be distinct, and let Z ∈ N be a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation.
(1) There is an oriented edge (t, t′) ∈
−→
E (T ) such that β˜(t′, t) = Z.
(2) Every oriented edge (t, t′) ∈
−→
E (T ) such that β˜(t′, t) = Z appears on the oriented path from
XT to XT ′ .
Proof. (1) follows immediately from N (T, β) = N .
To prove (2), let (t, t′) ∈
−→
E (T ) such that Z = β˜(t′, t). As Z ∈ T the oriented edge (t′, t) points
towards XT , and as Z = β˜(t, t
′) ∈ T ′ the oriented edge (t, t′) points towards XT ′ . It follows that
the oriented edge (t, t′) appears on the oriented path
−→
P from XT to XT ′ in T . y
Claim 2. For all T ∈ T it holds that |XT | = 1.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that |XT | > 1 for some T ∈ T. Let X := XT . As X is
connected, there is an edge e = t1t2 ∈ E(T ) with both endvertices in X. Then e 6∈ Eord(T ) and
thus κ(β˜(t1, t2)) ≥ ord(T ).
Let T1,T2 ∈ T such that Z := β˜(t2, t1) ∈ N is a minimum (T1,T2)-separation. Such tangles
exist by (TN.2). For i = 1, 2, let Xi := XTi . By Claim 1, the oriented edge (t1, t2) appears on the
oriented path
−→
P from X1 to X2 in T .
We have
ord(T ) ≤ κ(β˜(t1, t2)) = κ(Z) < min{ord(T1), ord(T2)}.
Let Z1 ∈ N be a minimum (T1,T )-separation. Then κ(Z1) < ord(T ) ≤ κ(Z). Moreover, by
Claim 1, there is an oriented edge (u1, u) on the oriented path
−→
Q from X1 to X such that β˜(u, u1) =
Z1.
We have Z1 ∈ T1, because Z1 is a (T1,T )-separation. Since t1 ∈ X, the path
−→
Q is an initial
segment of the path
−→
P , and therefore (u1, u) is also an edge of
−→
P . The edge (u1, u) occurs before
(t1, t2) on the path
−→
P . Thus Z1 = β˜(u1, u) ⊇ β˜(t1, t2) = Z, and as Z ∈ T2, this implies Z1 ∈ T2.
Hence Z1 is a (T1,T2)-separation. As κ(Z1) < κ(Z), this contradicts the minimality of Z. y
We define τ : T→ V (T ) by letting τ(T ) be the unique node in XT , for all T ∈ T. This mapping
is well-defined by Claim 2, and injective, because the sets XT are mutually disjoint.
It follows from (TN.1) and Claim 1 that (T, β, τ) satisfies (TD.1). It follows from (TN.2) and
N (T, β) = N and Claim 1 that (T, β, τ) satisfies (TD.2).
By the construction of XT , for all oriented edges (t
′, t) with t ∈ XT and t
′ 6∈ XT it holds that
β˜(t′, t) ∈ T . As XT = {τ(T )}, this implies that (T, β, τ) satisfies (TD.3).
The uniqueness of τ follows from Lemma 4.4(4). As τ(T ) is the unique node t of T such that
β˜(t′, t) ∈ T for all neighbours t′ of t, it is straightforward to compute τ in polynomial time.
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We call a family N ⊆ 2U that is nested and closed under complementation and satisfies (TN.1)
and (TN.2) a nested family for T. Observe the converse of Lemma 4.5: if (T, β, τ) is a tree
decomposition for T, then N (T, β) is a nested family for T.
Remark 4.6. It follows from Lemma 4.5 that (TD.1) and (TD.2) imply (TD.3) and that we can
even replace (TD.1) and (TD.2) by the weaker conditions (TN.1) and (TN.2) for N = N (T, β).
The reason that we nevertheless used (TD.1)–(TD.3) is that they state the crucial properties
that we expect from a tree decomposition for a family of tangles.
4.2 Decomposing Coherent Families
Let us call a family T of κ-tangles of order k+1 coherent if all elements of T have the same truncation
to order k. Observe that this condition implies, and is in fact equivalent to, the condition that for
distinct T ,T ′ ∈ T the order of a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation is k. The main result of this section,
Lemma 4.8, shows how to compute a tree decomposition for a coherent family of tangles of order
k + 1. In Section 4.3, we will then combine decompositions for different coherent sets of tangles of
different orders.
The family of separations of the tree decomposition our algorithm computes for a given set T
of tangles will be a subset of the set
Z(T) = {Z(T ,T ′) | T ,T ′ ∈ T such that T ⊥T ′}.
of all leftmost minimum separations of pairs of tangles in T and of their complements. The following
lemma is similar to Lemma 5.3 of [12]. But our proof is different, because we work with different
assumptions and a different set of separations.
Lemma 4.7. Let T be a coherent family of κ-tangles of order k+1, and let Z0 ∈ Z(T) be inclusion-
wise minimal. Then for all Z ∈ Z(T), either Z0 ⊆ Z or Z0 ⊆ Z.
Proof. Let T0,T
′
0 ∈ T such that Z0 = Z(T0,T
′
0 ). Moreover, let T ,T
′ ∈ T be distinct, and let Z be
a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation. We shall prove that Z0 ⊆ Z or Z0 ⊆ Z. Of course this will imply
the assertion of the lemma, because every Z ∈ Z(T) is a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation for some
T ,T ′ ∈ T.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
Z ∈ T0. (4.A)
Otherwise, we swap T and T ′ and take Z instead of Z.
Suppose first that κ(Z0 ∩ Z) ≤ k. Then Z0 ∩ Z ∈ T0, because Z0 ∩ Z ∩ Z0 ∩ Z = ∅. Moreover,
we have Z0 ∩ Z ∈ T
′
0 , because (Z0 ∩ Z) ∩ Z0 = ∅. Thus Z0 ∩ Z is a (T0,T
′
0 )-separation. As Z0 is
leftmost minimum, it follows that Z0 ⊆ Z0 ∩ Z and thus Z0 ⊆ Z.
In the following, we assume κ(Z0 ∩Z) > k = κ(Z). By submodularity, κ(Z0 ∪ Z) < κ(Z0). We
have Z0 ∪Z ∈ T0, because Z0 ∪ Z ∩Z0 = ∅. If Z0 ∪Z was a (T0,T ′0 )-separation, κ(Z0 ∪Z) < κ(Z0)
would contradict the minimality of Z0. Hence Z0 ∪ Z 6∈ T
′
0 , which implies Z0∪Z ∈ T
′
0 . As Z0 ∈ T
′
0
and Z0 ∩ Z ∩ (Z0 ∪ Z) = ∅, it follows that
Z ∈ T ′0 . (4.B)
Case 1: Z0 ∈ T
′.
Then Z0 is a (T
′,T ′0 )-separation. As T
′,T ′0 have the same truncation to order k, Z0 is in
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fact a minimum (T ′,T ′0 )-separation, and this implies Z(T
′,T ′0 ) ⊆ Z0. By the inclusion-wise
minimality of Z0 in Z(T), this implies Z0 = Z(T
′,T ′0 )
By (4.B), Z is another (T ′,T ′0 )-separation. As κ(Z) = κ(Z0), it follows that Z0 = Z(T
′,T ′0 ) ⊆
Z.
Case 2: Z0 ∈ T
′.
Then Z0 is a (T0,T
′)-separation, and by a similar argument as in Case 1 it follows that
Z0 = Z(T0,T
′).
By (4.A), Z is another (T0,T
′)-separation, and it follows that Z0 = Z(T0,T
′) ⊆ Z.
Lemma 4.8. Let k ≥ 0. There is a polynomial time algorithm that, given a coherent family T of
κ-tangles of order k + 1 for a connectivity function κ on a set U (via a comprehensive tangle data
structure and the set of indices of the tangles in T), computes a canonical nested family for T.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to construct a tree decomposition for T starting from the leaves of the
decomposition tree and then moving towards the centre of the tree. Observe that the separations
of a tree decomposition associated with the edges towards the leafs are precisely the inclusion-wise
minimal separations.
The algorithm inductively computes for all i ∈ N a set Ni ⊆ Z(T) of separations and a family
Ti of tangles.
• N0 := ∅ and T0 := ∅.
• Suppose that Ni and Ti are already computed. Then the algorithm repeatedly queries the
tangle data structure to obtain Z(T \ Ti).
Ni+1 is the union of Ni with all inclusion-wise minimal Z ∈ Z(T \ Ti), and Ti+1 is the set of
all tangles T ∈ T such that Z(T ,T ′) ∈ Ni+1 for some T
′ ∈ T.
Let N be the closure of
⋃
i≥0Ni under complementation. It is easy to see that N can be computed
in polynomial time. We claim that N is a nested family for T.
It follows from Lemma 4.7 that N is nested: when we add a Z0 to Ni+1, it is nested with all
Z(T \ Ti) and thus with all Z ∈
⋃
j≥i+1Nj .
The family N trivially satisfies (TN.2), because each element of each Ni is an element of Z(T).
It remains to prove that N satisfies (TN.1). For all i ≥ 0 we prove that for all T ∈ Ti+1 \ Ti,
T ′ ∈ T \ Ti there is a Z ∈ Ni+1 such that Z is a minimum (T ,T
′)-separation. Let T ∈ Ti+1 \ Ti,
T ′ ∈ T \ Ti. Let T
′′ ∈ T such that Z = Z(T ,T ′′) ∈ Ni+1. Then Z is inclusion-wise minimal in
Z(T \ Ti). Let Z
′ = Z(T ,T ′). By Lemma 4.7, either Z ⊆ Z ′ or Z ⊆ Z
′
. If Z ⊆ Z ′, then Z ∈ T ′,
because Z ⊇ Z
′
∈ T ′, and thus Z is a (T ,T ′)-separation. If Z ⊆ Z
′
, then Z ∩ Z ′ = ∅, which
contradicts Z,Z ′ ∈ T .
Now we observe that
∣∣∣T \ ⋃i≥0 Ti∣∣∣ ≤ 1, because otherwise Z(T \ ⋃i≥0 Ti) would be nonempty
and the constructions would not have stopped. So for distinct tangles T ,T ′ ∈ T, at least one of
them is
⋃
i≥0 Ti, and for some i ≥ 0 either T ∈ Ti+1 \Ti and T
′ ∈ T\Ti or vice versa. We have just
seen that then Ni+1 contains a (T ,T
′)-separation or a (T ′,T )-separation, and this implies that N ,
which is closed under complementation, contains a (T ,T ′)-separation.
4.3 Decomposing Arbitrary Families
In this section, we will describe how to build a “global” tree decomposition of all tangles of order
at most k + 1 from “local” decompositions for coherent families of tangles. Suppose that we have
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Figure 3. Sets at a node t of a tree decomposition
already built a tree decomposition (T≤k, β≤k, τ≤k) for the family T≤k of all κ-tangles of order at
most k. Consider a tangle node t of this decomposition and let Tt ∈ T
≤k
max such that τ
≤k(Tt) = t.
Suppose that ord(Tt) = k, and let Tt be the set of all κ-tangles of order k + 1 whose truncation
to order k is Tt. We want to expand our decomposition to a decomposition over the set T
≤k ∪ Tt.
In fact, we want to do this simultaneously for all nodes t of T in a consistent way to obtain a tree
decomposition for T≤k+1, but let us focus on just one node t first. Suppose that the neighbours of t
in T≤k are t1, . . . , tm. For every i ∈ [m], let Ci = β˜(ti, t), and let B = β(t) (see Figure 3(a)). Then
B =
⋂m
i=1 Ci and U = B ∪
⋃m
i=1 Ci. Furthermore, the sets Ci for i ∈ [m] are mutually disjoint.
We now “contract” each of the sets Ci to a single vertex and define a new connectivity function
on the resulting set. We take fresh points c1, . . . , cm not in U and let U↓t := B ∪ {c1, . . . , cm} (see
Figure 3(b)). We call U↓t the contraction of U at t. We define the expansion of a set X ⊆ U↓t to be
the set X↑t := (X∩B)∪
⋃
ci∈X Ci.We define a set function κ↓t on U↓t by letting κ↓t(X) := κ(X↑t).
It is easy to verify that κ↓t is a connectivity function on U↓t. For every κ-tangle T we let
T ↓t := {X ⊆ U↓t | X↑t ∈ T }.
T ↓t is not necessarily a κ↓t-tangle, because it may violate tangle axiom (T.3). However, it is easy
to see that T ↓t is a κ↓t-tangle of the same order as T if Ci 6∈ T for all i ∈ [m]. By (TD.3), for all
T ∈ Tt we have Ci ∈ Tt ⊆ T and thus Ci 6∈ T for all i. Thus ↓t defines a mapping from Tt to the
set of all κ↓t-tangles of order k + 1. Lemma 4.10 below implies that this “contraction mapping” is
injective.
Lemma 4.9. Let X ⊆ U such that there are κ-tangles T ,T ′ for which X is a minimum (T ,T ′)-
separation. Then for every Y ⊆ U , either κ(X ∩ Y ) ≤ κ(Y ) or κ(X \ Y ) ≤ κ(Y ).
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Proof. Suppose for contradiction that κ(X ∩ Y ) > κ(Y ) and κ(X \ Y ) > κ(Y ). Then by submod-
ularity, κ(X ∪ Y ) < κ(X) and κ(X ∪ Y ) < κ(X).
Now let T ,T ′ be tangles T ,T ′ such that X is a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation. As X ⊆ X ∪
Y,X ∪ Y and X ∈ T , we have X ∪ Y,X ∪ Y ∈ T . Furthermore, either X ∪ Y ∈ T ′ or X ∪ Y ∈ T ′,
because X ∩ (X ∪ Y ) ∩ (X ∪ Y ) = ∅. Thus either X ∪ Y or X ∪ Y is a (T ,T ′)-separation of order
less than κ(X). This contradicts the minimality of X.
Lemma 4.10. Let T ,T ′ ⊇ Tt be incomparable. Then T ↓t and T
′↓t are incomparable as well, and
for every minimum (T ↓t,T
′↓t)-separation Z the expansion Z↑t is a minimum (T ,T
′)-separation.
Proof. We choose a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation Y in such a way that it maximises the number of
i ∈ [m] with Y ∩ Ci = ∅ or Ci ⊆ Y .
Claim 1. For all i ∈ [m], either Y ∩Ci = ∅ or Ci ⊆ Y .
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there is some i ∈ [m] such that ∅ ⊂ Ci∩Y ⊂ Ci. By (TD.2),
there are tangles Ti,T
′
i such that Ci = β˜
≤k(ti, t) is a minimum (Ti,T
′
i )-separation. By Lemma 4.9
(applied to X := Ci and Y ), either κ(Y ∩ Ci) ≤ κ(Y ) or κ(Y ∩Ci) ≤ κ(Y ).
Suppose first that κ(Y ∩ Ci) ≤ κ(Y ). Then Y ∩ Ci ∈ T , because Y ∈ T and Ci ∈ Tt ⊆ T and
Y ∩ Ci ∩ Y ∩Ci = ∅. Furthermore, Y ∩Ci ∈ T
′, because Y ∩ (Y ∩ Ci) = ∅. Thus (Y ∩ Ci) is a
minimum (T ,T ′)-separation as well. Furthermore, (Y ∩Ci)∩Ci = ∅, and for all j 6= i, if Y ∩Cj = ∅
then (Y ∩ Ci) ∩ Cj = ∅, and if Cj ⊆ Y , then Cj ⊆ (Y ∪ Ci), because Cj = β˜(t, tj) ⊆ β˜(ti, t) = Ci.
This contradicts the choice of Y .
Suppose next that κ(Y ∩ Ci) ≤ κ(Y ). Arguing as above with Y, Y and T ,T
′ swapped, we
see that Y ∩ Ci is a minimum (T
′,T )-separation. Thus Y ∪ Ci is a minimum (T ,T
′)-separation.
We have Ci ⊆ Y ∪ Ci, and for all j 6= i, if Cj ⊆ Y then Cj ⊆ Ci ∪ Y , and if Cj ∩ Y = ∅ then
Cj ∩ (Ci ∪ Y ) = Cj ∩ Ci = ∅. Again, this contradicts the choice of Y . y
It follows from Claim 1 that there is a Y ′ ⊆ U↓t such that Y = Y
′↑t. This set Y
′ is a
(T ↓t,T
′↓t)-separation. Thus T ↓t⊥T
′↓t, and the order k
′ of a minimum (T ↓t,T
′↓t)-separation is
at most κ(Y ′) = κ(Y ) =: k, the order of a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation. Now let Z ⊆ U↓t be a
minimum (T ↓t,T
′↓t)-separation. Then the expansion Z↑t is a (T ,T
′)-separation. Thus
k ≤ κ(Z↑t) = κ↓t(Z) = k
′ ≤ k.
Hence k = k′, and Z↑t is a minimum (T ,T
′)-separation.
Corollary 4.11. The “contraction mapping” ↓t on Tt is injective.
Proof. Let T ,T ′ ∈ Tt with T 6= T
′. Then T ⊥T ′, because ord(T ) = ord(T ′) = k+1, and it follows
from the lemma that T ↓t 6= T
′↓t.
Finally, we are ready to prove the main theorem this section.
Theorem 4.12. Let ℓ ≥ 0. Then there is a polynomial time algorithm that, given oracle access to
a connectivity function κ, computes a canonical tree decomposition for the set of all κ-tangles of
order at most ℓ.
Proof. Our algorithm first computes a comprehensive tangle data structure of order ℓ. Then, by
induction on 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, it computes a tree decomposition (T≤k, β≤
k
, τ≤k) for the set T≤k of all
κ-tangles of order at most k.
The base step k = 0 is trivial, because the only tangle of order 0 is the empty set, and the
trivial one-node tree decomposition is a tree decomposition for this tangle.
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For the inductive step k → k + 1 (where k < ℓ), we assume that we have already constructed
a canonical tree decomposition (T≤k, β≤
k
, τ≤k) for T≤k. Let N≤k := N (T≤k, β≤k) be the set of
separations of this tree decomposition.
For every tangle node t ∈ τ≤k(T≤kmax) we do the following:
• We compute the set Tt of all tangles T ⊇ Tt := (τ
≤k)−1(t) of order k + 1.
• We compute U↓t; we can use our oracle for κ to implement an oracle for κ↓t. Then we
compute a comprehensive tangle data structure of order k + 1 for κ↓t.
• Within this data structure, we compute the family T∨t of all tangles T ↓t for T ∈ Tt.
Note that T∨t is a coherent family of κ↓t-tangles of order k + 1.
• We apply Lemma 4.8 to κ↓t and T
∨
t and obtain a nested family N
∨
t for T
∨
t .
• We compute the set Nt := {X↑t | X ∈ N
∨
t }.
Claim 1. The family N≤k+1 := N≤k ∪
⋃
t∈V (T≤t)Nt of separations is nested.
Proof. We already know that the family N≤k is nested. Furthermore, for every t ∈ V (T≤k) the
family N∨t is nested, and this implies that Nt is nested as well.
Thus we need to show that the sets in Nt are nested with all sets in N
≤k as well as all sets in
Nu for u 6= t. So let X ∈ Nt. As before, let t1, . . . , tm be the neighbours of t in T
≤k. Then for all
i ∈ [m], either β˜(t, ti) ⊆ X or X ∩ β˜(t, ti) = ∅ and thus β˜(t, ti) ⊆ X or β˜(t, ti) ⊆ X .
Every set Z ∈ N≤k is of the form β˜(s, s′) for some (s, s′) ∈
−→
E (T≤k). Then there is an i ∈ [m]
such that either Z = β˜(s, s′) ⊆ β˜(t, ti) or Z = β˜(s
′, s) ⊆ β˜(t, ti). As β˜(t, ti) ⊆ X or β˜(t, ti) ⊆ X, it
follows that Z and X are nested.
Now consider a set Y ∈ Nu for some node u 6= t. Let ti be the neighbour of t and uj the
neighbour of u on the path from t to u in T≤k. Then either β˜(u, uj) ⊆ Y or β˜(u, uj) ⊆ Y , which
implies Y ⊆ β˜(u, uj) = β˜(uj , u) ⊆ β˜(t, ti) or Y ⊆ β˜(uj , u) ⊆ β˜(t, ti). As β˜(t, ti) ⊆ X or β˜(t, ti) ⊆ X ,
it follows that Y and X are nested. y
Claim 2. N≤k+1 is a nested family for T≤k+1.
Proof. By Claim 1, the family N≤k+1 is nested. By construction, it is closed under complemen-
tation (instead of going through the construction to check this, we can also just close it under
complementation without any harm). We have to prove that it satisfies (TN.1) and (TN.2) for
T := T≤k+1.
It satisfies (TN.2), because N≤k does and by Lemma 4.10, for all t ∈ V (T≤k), all Z ∈ Nt are
minimum separations for tangles in Tt ⊆ T
≤k+1.
To see thatN≤k+1 satisfies (TN.1), let T ,T ′ ∈ T≤k+1 be incomparable. Let T0 be the truncation
of T to order k if ord(T ) = k + 1 and T0 := T otherwise, and let T
′
0 be defined similarly from T
′.
If T0⊥T
′
0 , there is a Z ∈ N
≤k that is a minimum (T0,T
′
0 )-separation, and this Z is also a minimum
(T ,T ′)-separation. Otherwise, ord(T ) = ord(T ′) = k + 1 and T0 = T
′
0 . Let t := τ
≤k(T0). Then
T ,T ′ ∈ Tt, and Nt contains a minimum (T ,T
′)-separation. y
We use the algorithm of Lemma 4.2 to a compute a canonical tree decomposition (T≤k+1, β≤k+1)
of κ with N (T≤k+1, β≤k+1) = N≤k+1, and we use the algorithm of Lemma 4.5 to turn it into a
tree decomposition (T≤k+1, β≤k+1, τ≤k+1) for T≤k+1.
Let us say that a κ-tangle is ℓ-maximal if it is inclusion-wise maximal among all κ-tangles of
order at most ℓ. In our previous notation, T≤ℓmax denotes the set of all ℓ-maximal κ-tangles.
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Remark 4.13. The existence of a canonical tree decomposition for the set T≤ℓ of all tangles of order
at most ℓ, which of course follows from Theorem 4.12, implies that for every ℓ the number |T≤ℓmax|
of ℓ-maximal κ-tangles is at most |U | − 1, provided |U | ≥ 2.
To see this, we assume without loss of generality that |T≤ℓmax| ≥ 2. Let (T, β, τ) be a tree
decomposition for T≤ℓ. Then |T | ≥ 2. By Lemma 4.4, all leaves of T are tangle nodes. Let t be
a leaf, s the neighbour of t, and let Tt ∈ T
≤ℓ
max be the tangle with τ(Tt) = t. By (TD.3) we have
β(t) = β˜(s, t) ∈ Tt. By (T.2) and (T.3), this implies |β(t)| > 1.
Now let t ∈ V (T ) be a tangle node of degree 2, say, with neighbours s and u. Again, let
Tt ∈ T
≤ℓ
max be the tangle τ(Tt) = t. By (TD.3), we have β˜(u, t), β˜(s, t) ∈ Tt, which implies β(t) =
β˜(u, t) ∩ β˜(s, t) 6= ∅.
Let n1, n2, n≥3 be the numbers of tangle nodes of degree 1, 2, at least 3, respectively. We have
2n1 + n2 ≤ |U |. Furthermore, n≥3 < n1, because a tree with n1 leaves has less than n1 vertices of
degree at least 3. Thus
|T≤ℓmax| = n1 + n2 + n≥3 < 2n1 + n2 ≤ |U |. y
We close this section with another decomposition algorithm that may be useful in some appli-
cations. Theorem 4.12 yields a tree decomposition (T, β) where at most one ℓ-maximal κ-tangle
is associated with every node. However, in applications we may want to work with the “local
structure” at the nodes t of the decomposition, and this local structure is represented by the
“contractions” κ↓t on U↓t. To understand this local structure, we might be more interested in κ↓t-
tangles than in κ-tangles associated with t. It is not clear whether at every tangle node t there is at
most one ℓ-maximal κ↓t-tangle, and we know even less about the hub nodes of the decomposition.
However, the following theorem shows that we can also construct a decomposition where at every
node t we have at most one ℓ-maximal κ↓t-tangle.
Theorem 4.14. Let ℓ ≥ 0. Then there is a polynomial time algorithm that, given oracle access
to a connectivity function κ, computes a canonical tree decomposition (T, β) of κ of adhesion less
than ℓ such that for all t ∈ V (T ) there is exactly one ℓ-maximal κ↓t-tangle.
Proof. We start by computing the decomposition of (T 0, β0, τ0) of Theorem 4.12. Let N 0 :=
N (T 0, β0). It follows from (TD.2) that the adhesion of this decomposition is less than ℓ. As every
connectivity function has at least one tangle (the empty tangle of order 0), for every node t ∈ V (T )
there is at least one ℓ-maximal κ↓t-tangle.
Suppose first that T 0 is a star with centre t0 and |β
0(t)| = 1 for all t ∈ V (T 0) \ {t0}. Then
κ↓t0 = κ (up to renaming of the elements of U in U↓t0). As there is at most one ℓ-maximal κ-tangle
T0 with β˜
0(t, t0) ∈ T0 for every neighbour t of t0, there is at most one ℓ-maximal κ↓t0-tangle. For
all t 6= t0, we have |U↓t| = 2, and this implies that there is at most one ℓ-maximal κ↓t-tangle.
So suppose that T 0 is not such a star. Then |U↓t| < |U | for all t ∈ V (T
0). For every node
t ∈ V (T 0) such that there is more than one ℓ-maximal κ↓t-tangle, we recursively apply the algorithm
to κ↓t and obtain a tree decomposition (Tt, βt) of κ↓t. We let Nt := N (Tt, βt). For nodes t such
that there is only one ℓ-maximal κ↓t-tangle, we let Nt := ∅, and we let
N := N 0 ∪
⋃
t∈V (T 0)
Nt.
Using similar arguments as in the proof of Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 4.12, it is easy to prove
that N is nested and closed under complementation.
We apply the algorithm of Lemma 4.2 to N and obtain a tree decomposition (T, β) of κ with
N (T, β) = N . It is easy to see that this decomposition has the desired properties.
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5 Directed Decompositions
In this section, we prove a variant of our canonical decomposition theorem (Theorem 4.12) in which
we get rid of the hub nodes at the price weakening the separation properties of the decomposition
and loosing a bit of the canonicity (the decomposition will only be canonical given one tangle).
This version of the decomposition theorem is used in [10] to design a polynomial isomorphism test
for graph classes of bounded rank width.
We work with a directed version of tree decompositions here. A directed tree is an oriented tree
where all edges are directed away from the root. In a directed tree T , by ET , or just E if T is clear
from the context, we denote the “descendant order”, that is, the reflexive transitive closure of the
edge relation. The set of children of node t ∈ V (T ) is denoted by NT+(t) or just N+(t).
A directed tree decomposition of a set U or a connectivity function κ on U is a pair (T, γ), where
T is a directed tree and γ : V (T )→ 2U such that
• γ(r) = U for the root r of T ;
• γ(t) ⊇ γ(u) for all (t, u) ∈ E(T );
• γ(u1) ∩ γ(u2) = ∅ for all siblings u1, u2.
(We call u1, u2 siblings if u1 6= u2 and there is a t ∈ V (T ) such that u1, u2 ∈ N+(t).)
We call γ(t) the cone of the decomposition at node t. We define β : V (T )→ 2U by
β(t) := γ(t) \
⋃
u∈N+(t)
γ(u). (5.A)
We call β(t) the bag of the decomposition at node t. Observe that the bags are mutually disjoint
and that their union is U . Thus if T◦ is the undirected tree underlying T , then (T◦, β) is an
(undirected) tree decomposition in the sense defined before. Moreover, for all (s, t) ∈ E(T ) we have
γ(t) = β˜(s, t).
Conversely, let (T◦, β) be an undirected tree decomposition. Let T a directed tree with under-
lying undirected tree T◦ (obtained by arbitrarily choosing a root and directing all edges away from
the root) and define γ : V (T )→ 2U by
γ(t) :=
⋃
uDt
β(u). (5.B)
Then (T, γ) is a directed tree decomposition.
We always denote the bag function of a directed tree decomposition (T, γ) by β, and we use
implicit naming conventions by which, for example, we denote the bag function of (T ′, γ′) by β′.
Now let T be a family of mutually incomparable κ-tangles. A directed tree decomposition for T
is a triple (T, γ, τ), where (T, γ) is a directed tree decomposition of κ and τ : T→ V (T ) a bijective
mapping such that the following two conditions are satisfied.
(DTD.1) For all nodes t, u ∈ V (T ) with u 6E t there is a minimum (τ−1(u), τ−1(t))-separation Y
such that γ(u) ⊆ Y .
(DTD.2) For all nodes t ∈ V (T ) except the root, there is a node u ∈ V (T ) such that t 6E u and
γ(t) is a leftmost minimum (τ−1(t), τ−1(u))-separation.
Observe that (DTD.1) implies that for all nodes t ∈ V (T ) and children u ∈ N+(t) we have γ(u) 6∈
τ−1(t). Furthermore, (DTD.2) implies that γ(t) ∈ τ−1(t).
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Theorem 5.1. Let ℓ ≥ 0. Then there is a polynomial time algorithm that, given oracle access
to a connectivity function κ and a κ-tangle Troot ∈ T
≤ℓ
max (via a membership oracle or its index
in a comprehensive tangle data structure for κ), computes a canonical directed tree decomposition
(T, γ, τ) for the set T≤ℓmax such that τ
−1(r) = Troot for the root r of T .
Here canonical means that if κ′ : 2U
′
→ N is another connectivity function and T ′root an
ℓ-maximal κ′-tangle, and (T ′, γ′, τ ′) is the decomposition computed by our algorithm on input
(κ′,T ′root), then for every isomorphism f from (κ,Troot) to (κ
′,T ′root), that is, bijective mapping
f : U → U ′ with κ(X) = κ′(f(X)) and X ∈ Troot ⇐⇒ f(X) ∈ T
′
root for all X ⊆ U ,
there is an isomorphism g from T to T ′ such that that f(γ(t)) = γ′(g(t)) for all t ∈ V (T ) and
X ∈ τ−1(t) ⇐⇒ f(X) ∈ (τ ′)−1(g(t)) for all X ⊆ U, t ∈ V (T ).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Without loss of generality we assume that |T≤ℓmax| ≥ 2. Let Troot ∈ T
≤ℓ
max.
We start our construction from a canonical undirected tree decomposition (T◦, β◦, τ◦) for T
≤ℓ
max,
which we compute by the algorithm of Theorem 4.12. We let r := τ◦(Troot) and henceforth think of
the tree T◦ as being rooted in r. We denote the descendant order in this rooted tree by E◦. For all
t ∈ V (T◦), we let γ◦(t) :=
⋃
uD◦t
β◦(u). Observe that γ◦(r) = U and γ◦(t) = β˜◦(s, t) for all nodes t
with parent s.
We let
V := τ◦(T
≤ℓ
max) = {τ◦(T ) | T ∈ T
≤ℓ
max},
and we let T (0) be the directed tree with vertex set V (T (0)) := V and edge set
E(T (0)) :=
{
(t, u) ∈ V 2
∣∣ t✁◦ u and there is no x ∈ V such that t✁◦ x✁◦ u}.
Let E(0) be the descendant order in T (0). Obviously, E(0) is the restriction of E◦ to V .
We let τ := τ◦. Note that τ is a bijection between T
≤ℓ
max and V . For all t ∈ V we let Tt := τ
−1(t).
Observe that for all t ∈ V (T ) we have γ◦(t) ∈ Tt: if t = r is the root, we have γ◦(t) = U ∈ Tt,
and if s is the parent of t, we have γ◦(t) = β˜◦(s, t) ∈ Tt by (TD.3).
We define γ : V → 2U as follows: we let γ(r) := U and for every node t ∈ V \ {r} we let γ(t) be
the leftmost minimum (Tt, γ◦(t))-separation. As γ◦(t) is a (Tt, γ◦(t))-separation, there is a unique
leftmost minimum (Tt, γ◦(t))-separation. Then γ(t) ∈ Tt and κ(γ(t)) ≤ κ(γ◦(t)) and γ(t) ⊆ γ◦(t).
Note that we cannot just let γ(t) = γ◦(t), because γ◦(t) is not necessarily a leftmost minimum
(Tt, γ◦(t))-separation, and (DTD.2) requires leftmost minimum separations.
Claim 1. For all t ∈ V \ {r} there is a t′ ∈ V such that t 6E(0) t′ and γ◦(t) is a minimum
(Tt,Tt′)-separation and γ(t) is a leftmost minimum (Tt,Tt′)-separation
Proof. Let t ∈ V (T )\{r} and T := Tt. Let s be the parent of t in the rooted undirected tree (T◦, r).
Then γ◦(t) = β˜(s, t). By (TD.2), there are tangles T
′′,T ′ such that the oriented edge (t, s) appears
on the oriented path from t′′ := τ(T ′′) to t′ := τ(T ′) in T◦, and γ◦(t) = β˜(s, t) is a minimum
(T ′′,T ′)-separation. Note that t′, t′′ ∈ V (T ) and t E t′′ and t 6E t′. Furthermore, γ◦(t) ∈ T is a
(T ,T ′)-separation.
By (TD.1), there is an edge (v′, v) on the oriented path from t′ to t in T◦ such that β˜◦(v
′, v) is
a minimum (T ,T ′)-separation. Then
β˜◦(v
′, v) ⊇ β˜(s, t) = γ◦(t)
and κ(β˜◦(v, v
′)) ≤ κ(γ◦(t)).
Suppose for contradiction that κ(β˜◦(v
′, v)) < κ(γ◦(t)). As γ◦(t) ⊆ β˜◦(v
′, v), this implies
β˜◦(v
′, v) ∈ T ′′, and thus β˜◦(v
′, v) is also a (T ′′,T ′)-separation. This contradicts γ◦(t) being a
minimum (T ′′,T ′)-separation.
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Thus κ(β˜◦(v, v
′)) = κ(γ◦(t)), and thus γ◦(t) is a minimum (T ,T
′)-separation as well.
It remains to prove that γ(t) is a leftmost minimum (T ,T ′)-separation. Let Y be the leftmost
minimum (T ,T ′)-separation. Then κ(Y ) = κ(γ◦(t)) and Y ⊆ γ◦(t).
It follows that Y is also the leftmost minimum (T , γ◦(t))-separation, and thus γ(t) = Y . y
Claim 2. For all t, u ∈ V such that t✁(0) u there is Y ⊆ U such that γ(u) ⊆ γ◦(u) ⊆ Y ⊆ γ◦(t)
and Y is a minimum (Tu,Tt)-separation.
Proof. By (TD.1), there is an edge (t′, u′) on the path from t to u in T◦ such that Y := γ◦(u
′) =
β˜(t′, u′) is a minimum (Tu,Tt)-separation. Then γ(u) ⊆ γ◦(u) ⊆ γ◦(u
′) = Y ⊆ γ◦(t). y
Claim 3. For all (t, u) ∈ E(T (0)), either γ(u) ⊆ γ(t) or γ(t) ∩ γ(u) = ∅.
Proof. Let (t, u) ∈ E(T (0)). If t = r then we trivially have γ(u) ⊆ U = γ(t). Therefore, we assume
that t 6= r. Let t′ ∈ V such that t 6E(0) t′ and γ◦(t) is a minimum (Tt,Tt′)-separation and γ(t)
is a leftmost minimum (Tt,Tt′)-separation. Such an t
′ exists by Claim 1. Similarly, let u′ ∈ V
such that u 6E(0) u′ and γ◦(u) is a minimum (Tu,Tu′)-separation and γ(u) is a leftmost minimum
(Tu,Tu′)-separation.
Suppose for contradiction that γ(u) 6⊆ γ(t) and γ(t) ∩ γ(u) 6= ∅, or equivalently, γ(u) 6⊆ γ(t).
Case 1: κ(γ(t)) ≤ κ(γ(u)).
Then either γ(t) ∈ Tu or γ(t) ∈ Tu.
Case 1a: γ(t) ∈ Tu.
If κ(γ(t)∩γ(u)) ≤ κ(γ(u)), then γ(t)∩γ(u) ∈ Tu and γ(t) ∩ γ(u) ∈ Tu′ . Thus γ(t)∩γ(u)
is a (Tu,Tu′)-separation. As γ(t) ∩ γ(u) ⊂ γ(u) by our assumption γ(u) 6⊆ γ(t), this
contradicts γ(u) being a leftmost minimum (Tu,Tu′)-separation. Thus κ(γ(t) ∩ γ(u)) >
κ(γ(u)).
By submodularity,
κ(γ(t) ∪ γ(u)) < κ(γ(t)) ≤ κ(γ◦(t)).
Then γ(t) ∪ γ(u) ∈ Tt. Furthermore, γ(t) ∪ γ(u) ⊆ γ◦(t) ∪ γ◦(u) ⊆ γ◦(t). Thus
γ(t) ∪ γ(u) ⊇ γ◦(t) ∈ Tt′ , and γ(t) ∪ γ(u) is a (Tt,Tt′)-separation. This contradicts
γ◦(t) being a minimum (Tt,Tt′)-separation.
Case 1b: γ(t) ∈ Tu.
If κ(γ(t)∩γ(u)) ≤ κ(γ(u)), then γ(t)∩γ(u) ∈ Tu and γ(t) ∩ γ(u) ∈ Tu′ . Thus γ(t)∩γ(u)
is a (Tu,Tu′)-separation. As γ(t) ∩ γ(u) ⊂ γ(u) by our assumption γ(u) 6⊆ γ(t), this
contradicts γ(u) being a leftmost minimum (Tu,Tu′)-separation. Thus κ(γ(t) ∩ γ(u)) >
κ(γ(u))
By posimodularity,
κ(γ(t) ∩ γ(u)) < κ(γ(t)).
This implies γ(t) ∩ γ(u) = γ(t) ∪ γ(u) ∈ Tt′ . By Claim 2, there exists a minimum
(Tu,Tt)-separation Y ⊇ γ(u). We have
γ(t) ∩ Y ∩ (γ(t) ∪ γ(u)) ⊆ γ(t) ∩ γ(u) ∩ (γ(t) ∪ γ(u)) = ∅.
Thus γ(t)∩ γ(u) = γ(t) ∪ γ(u) ∈ Tt, and γ(t)∩ γ(u) is a (Tt,Tt′)-separation. As κ(γ(t)∩
γ(u)) < κ(γ(t)), this contradicts γ(t) being a minimum (Tt,Tt′)-separation.
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Case 2: κ(γ(t)) > κ(γ(u)).
Then either γ(u) ∈ Tt or γ(u) ∈ Tt. As above, let Y ⊇ γ(u) be a minimum (Tu,Tt)-separation.
Then Y ∈ Tt, and as Y ∩ γ(u) = ∅, we have γ(u) ∈ Tt.
If κ(γ(t)∩γ(u)) ≤ κ(γ(t)), then γ(t)∩γ(u) is a (Tt,Tt′)-separation. As γ(t)∩γ(u) ⊂ γ(t), this
contradicts γ(t) being a leftmost minimum (Tt,Tt′)-separation. Hence κ(γ(t)∩γ(u)) > κ(γ(t)).
By posimodularity,
κ(γ(t) ∩ γ(u)) < κ(γ(u)).
We have γ(t) ∩ γ(u) = γ(t) ∪ γ(u) ∈ Tu′ , and as γ(u) is a minimum (Tu,Tu′)-separation, this
implies γ(t) ∩ γ(u) 6∈ Tu. Hence γ(t) ∪ γ(u) ∈ Tu.
Suppose for contradiction that κ(γ(t) ∩ γ(u)) ≤ κ(γ(u)). Then either γ(t) ∩ γ(u) ∈ Tu or
γ(t) ∩ γ(u) ∈ Tu, and as
(γ(t) ∪ γ(u)) ∩ γ(u) ∩ γ(t) ∩ γ(u) = γ(t) ∩ γ(u) ∩ γ(t) ∩ γ(u) = ∅,
we have γ(t) ∩ γ(u) ∈ Tu. Now we continue exactly as in Case 1a: w e have γ(t) ∩ γ(u) =
γ(t)∪γ(u) ∈ Tu′ , which contradicts γ(u) being a leftmost minimum (Tu,Tu′)-separation. Thus
κ(γ(t) ∩ γ(u)) > κ(γ(u)).
By submodularity, κ(γ(t) ∪ γ(u)) < κ(γ(t)) ≤ κ(γ◦(t)). Then γ(t) ∪ γ(u) ∈ Tt. Furthermore,
γ(t) ∪ γ(u) ⊆ γ◦(t) ∪ γ◦(u) ⊆ γ◦(t). Thus γ(t) ∪ γ(u) ⊇ γ◦(t) ∈ Tt′ , and γ(t) ∪ γ(u) is a
(Tt,Tt′)-separation. This contradicts γ◦(t) being a minimum (Tt,Tt′)-separation. y
To obtain a treelike decomposition, which is supposed to satisfy γ(u) ⊆ γ(t) whenever u is a
child of t, we need to restructure the tree, moving children u of a node t with γ(u) 6⊆ γ(t), and
thus γ(u) ∩ γ(t) = ∅ by Claim 3, upwards in the tree and attaching them as children to the first
ancestor s of t such that γ(u) ⊆ γ(s). To avoid inconsistencies, we do this by induction.
We shall define a sequence of directed trees T (i), for i ranging from 0 to some h to be determined,
such that V (T (i)) = V and the following conditions are satisfied for all i:
(i) if i ≥ 1, then the descendant order E(i) of T (i) is a subset of the descendant order E(i−1) of
T (i−1), that is, if t E(i) u then t E(i−1) u;
(ii) for all (t, u) ∈ E(T (i)), either γ(u) ⊆ γ(t) or γ(u) ∩ γ(t) = ∅.
We have already defined T (0), and it clearly satisfies conditions (i) and (ii): condition (i) is void
for i = 0 and condition (ii) follows from Claim 3.
So let us assume we have defined T (i) for some i ≥ 0. Let us call a node u ∈ V \ {r} bad in T (i)
if γ(u) 6⊆ γ(t) for the parent t of u. If there are no bad nodes in T (i), we let h := i and stop the
construction. Otherwise, let U (i) be the set of all E(i)-maximal bad nodes. Note that the nodes
u ∈ U (i) are mutually incomparable with respect to the order E(i).
To define T (i+1), for every u ∈ U (i), we do the following:
• we delete the edge from u to its parent;
• we let su be the the last (that is, E
(i)-maximal) node on the path from the root r to u such
that γ(u) ⊆ γ(su) (such a node exists because γ(u) ⊆ U = γ(r));
• we add an edge from su to u.
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Then T (i+1) satisfies condition (i), because
E
(i+1)=E(i) \
{
(v,w)
∣∣ ∃u ∈ U (i) : su ✁(i) v ✁(i) u and u E(i) w}.
To see that T (i+1) satisfies (ii), let (t, u) ∈ E(T (i+1)). If u ∈ U (i), then we have t = su and thus
γ(u) ⊆ γ(t). Otherwise (t, u) ∈ E(T (i)), and we have γ(u) ⊆ γ(t) or γ(u)∩γ(t) = ∅ by the induction
hypothesis.
The construction terminates after at most height of T (0) many steps, because in each step the
maximum height of a bad node decreases.
We let T := T (h).
Claim 4. (T, γ) is a directed tree decomposition of κ.
Proof. It is immediate from the construction that T is a directed tree, that γ(u) ⊆ γ(t) for all
(t, u) ∈ E(T ), and that γ(r) = U for the root r. It remains to prove that for all t ∈ V and distinct
children u1, u2 in T we have γ(u1) ∩ γ(u2) = ∅. Indeed, it follows from (i) that t E
(0) u1, u2 and
thus t E◦ u1, u2. Let t
′ ∈ V (T◦) be E◦-maximal such that t E◦ t
′ E◦ u1, u2, and for i = 1, 2, let u
′
i
be the child of t′ in T◦ such that t
′
✁◦ u
′
i E◦ ui. Then
γ(ui) ⊆ γ◦(ui) ⊆ γ◦(u
′
i) = β˜◦(t
′, u′i)
and β˜◦(t
′, u′1) ∩ β˜◦(t
′, u′2) = ∅. Thus γ(u1) ∩ γ(u2) = ∅. y
We have defined τ and V = V (T ) such that τ is a bijection between T≤ℓmax and V . It remains
to prove that (T, γ, τ) satisfies (DTD.1) and (DTD.2). Recall that τ−1(t) = Tt and τ
−1(u) = Tu.
To prove (DTD.2), let t ∈ V \ {r}. By Claim 1, there is a u ∈ V such that t 6E(0) u and γ(t) is
a leftmost minimum (Tt,Tu)-separation. As E is a subset of E
(0), we also have t 6E u.
To prove (DTD.1), let t, u ∈ V (T ) such that u 6E t. If t✁ u then t✁(0) u, and thus by Claim 2,
there is a Y ⊇ γ(u) that is a minimum (Tu,Tt)-separation. In the following, we assume that t 6E u.
Then γ(t) ∩ γ(u) = ∅, because (T, γ) is a directed tree decomposition. Moreover, γ(t) ∈ Tt and
γ(u) ∈ Tu by (DTD.2).
Let Y be a minimum (Tu,Tt)-separation. Suppose for contradiction that κ(Y ∪ γ(u)) < κ(Y ).
Then Y ∪ γ(u) ∈ Tu. Moreover, either Y ∪ γ(u) ∈ Tt or Y ∪ γ(u) ∈ Tt. As γ(u)∩ γ(t) = ∅, we have
Y ∩ γ(t) ∩ (Y ∪ γ(u)) = ∅
and thus Y ∪ γ(u) ∈ Tt. Hence Y ∪ γ(u) is a (Tu,Tt)-separation of order less than κ(Y ). This
contradicts the minimality of Y .
Hence κ(Y ∪ γ(u)) ≥ κ(Y ) and therefore, by submodularity, κ(Y ∩ γ(u)) ≤ κ(γ(u)). Thus
Y ∩ γ(u) ∈ Tu, and Y ∩ γ(u) is a (Tu, γ◦(u))-separation. By the minimality of γ(u), it follows that
γ(u) ⊆ Y ∩ γ(u) and thus γ(u) ⊆ Y .
6 Conclusions
Our main contribution is to make tangles, an important tool in structural graph theory, algorithmic.
The running time of all of our algorithms is nO(k), where k is the order of the tangles and n
the size of the ground set. This running time is mainly caused by searching through all potential
bases for some separation. It is a very interesting open question if we can do the same with fixed-
parameter tractable algorithms. This would even be interesting for specific connectivity functions
such as the connectivity function κG and the cut-rank function ρG for graphs G or the connectivity
function of representable matroids. Possibly, this can be achieved by arguments building on Hlineny´
and Oum’s fpt algorithm for computing branch width [11].
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Even though the canonical decomposition theorem has useful applications as it is, specifically
in graph isomorphism testing, it would be even more useful if one actually understood it. However,
except for a few simple cases of low order, the parts β(t) of the decompositions remain mysterious,
for tangle nodes t and even more so for hub nodes t. For the connectivity function κG of graphs,
Carmesin et al. [2] obtained first results clarifying the structure of the decompositions.
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